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Weather
High 30°
Low 20°

Damage
BRIEFLY a result of
Campus
tornado

Students challenged: The

fifth annual Holiday Challenge
Tournament will be held at Firelands
College on Nov. 18 from 8 a.m. to 1
p.m. Contestants will answer
questions in areas of literature,
mathematics, American and world
history, fine arts, biological sciences,
government, physical sciences,
geography and language arts.
The winning high school team will
be eligible to compete in the annual
statewide competition, receive a
plaque and a $500 scholarship. The
tournament is sponsored by the
Firelands College faculty and staff.

Concert programmed:

The Fall Wind Ensemble and Concert
Band will give a free concert at 8 p.m.
this evening in Kobacker Hall.
Selections will include "Concerto No.
1 (1988) for Alto Saxophone, Winds
and Percussion," by University
graduate Robert Steel and featuring
faculty saxophonist John Sampen.
The concert is under the direction of
Mark S.Kelly.

Ballnese music featured:

The Lila Muni Gamelan Ensemble,
under the direction of JaFran Jones,
will present traditional and Amercian
contemporary Balinese music
Saturday at 8 p.m. in Bryan Recital
Hall. Mezzo soprano Tina Bruce,
baritone Douglas Wayland and
violinist Bernard Linden will be
featured in a performance of
"Sweet-Breathed Minstrel," by
Vincent McDermott.

Choruses to perform: The

BGSU Men's and Women's Choruses,
directed by Richard Mathev, will
perform at 3 p.m. in Kobacker Hall
Sunday. Tickets are $5 for adults and
$3 for students and senior citizens.

German concert: A German

medley of folk songs will be among
the selections performed at a free
concert by the BGSU Tuba Ensemble,
under the direction of Jerry Markoch,
at 7 p.m. Sunday in the Choral
Rehearsal Room. Other selections
will include "Fairest of the Fair," by
John Philip Sousa, "Three Moods,"
by Dan Boone and "Eine Kleine
Nachtmusik," by Wolfgang A.
Mozart.

City
Holiday season: Bowling

Green's holiday season will open this
evening with the annual Community
Christmas Tree Lighting Ceremony
at 6:30. Elementary and nursery
school children have been invited to
make decorations for the tree and will
receive a special treat from
McDonald's. Mayor Edwin Miller will
throw the switch to turn on the lights
on the tree. Caroling will also be a
part of the program.
The Christmas Tree Lighting
Ceremony is sponsored by the
Promote Bowling Green Committee.

Nation
Wall col lapses: In Newburgh,
New York, an elementary school
cafeteria wall collapsed early
Thursday afternoon during a wind
and rain storm, killing at least six
school children, authorities said.
State Trooper Ron Harris confirmed
the deaths and said 15 other school
children were injured.
Wind toppled a tree and sent it
crashing through the wall of a
cafeteria where pupils were eating
about 12:30 p.m. at East Coldenham
Elementary School, said Carole
Armstrong, a secretary to the Valley
Central School District.
The school is about five miles west
of Newburgh, a city of about 23,000
Cle located about 60 miles north of
York City.
Officials with the State Emergency
Management Office could not
immediately confirm reports that a
tornado hit the school, said Gary
Fryer, a spokesman for Gov. Mario
Cuomo.
Compiled from local and AP
wire reports

by Hoyt Harwell
Associated Press writer
HUNTSVILLE, Ala. — Rescuers
crawled through collapsed homes and
shops Thursday looking for more victims of a tornado that carved a 3-mile
stretch of destruction, killing 17 people,
injuring 463 and leaving 1,000 homeless.
"It's like taking six to 10 city blocks
and putting them in a blender and putting it on liquefy," rescue worker Bob
Caraway said. He was among those
called out to help dig through rubble for
survivors or the bodies of the dead.
The tornado was one of a series that
touched down Wednesday in an arc
spanning at least seven states from the
Deep South to the Midwest. The other
tornadoes caused at least 19 injuries
and far-flungproperty damage.
In Huntsvflle, teams with cranes and
floodlights searched for the injured or
dead, hampered by wind-whipped rain
and temperatures that plummeted
overnight from 73 degrees into the 30s.
Gov. Guy Hunt sent SO National
Guardsmen to help.
Elsewhere:
—In Georgia, 19 people were injured,
four critically, and at least 200 people
were evacuated after a tornado struck
two mobile home parks and an interstate highway near Palmetto, about 25
miles southeast of Atlanta, authorities
said.
—In the Carolinas, a pair of tornadoes destroyed a vacant house in Henderson County. N.C.. and a tornado
toppled trees, downed power lines and
damaged 20 houses near Greenwood,
S.C. No injuries were reported in either
state.
—Tornadoes caused minor property
damage in Mississippi, Kentucky and
Indiana.
—In West Virginia, high winds believed to be tornadoes swept Jefferson
County early Thursday, overturning
trailers, blowing roofs off homes and
downing power lines, authorities said.
Four people were injured, two seriously—Heavy thunderstorms destroyed at
least a dozen homes in Alorton, 111., killing one person and injuring 20 others,
five seriously, authorities said.
"It was fast," said Lucy Lee Rusk,
whose apartment was battered by debris. "It was like one big pop and that's
when everything went.
The National Weather Service had
issued a tornado watch earlier in the
day, but did not issue a more urgent
tornado warning until 4:39 p.m. GST,
when the tornado was spotted at the
municipal golf course. By then, It was
already tearing up the city.
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Artificial Photosynthesis Research
Bill Ford, post-doctoral fellow in photochemical sciences, aligns a dye sample to an apparatus designed to measure the length of
Ume the molecules in the sample are stimulated when a laser Is pulsed through It Ford Is researching artificial photosynthesis he
process in which solar energy breaks down water molecules into oxygen and hydrogen, which is a source of energy.

Recounted levy votes spur hope
by John Kohlstrand
staff writer
An unofficial recount of the votes by the Board of
Elections this week indicated that the Wood County
Mental Health levy may have gained enough votes to
pass.
Programs such as The Link and the Wood County
Mental Health Center will now be able to increase
their services to county residents with the increase in
funding, said Norm Merkel, executive director of the
MentalHealth Center.
The defeat of the mental health levy would probably have forced Merkel to cut back in the number of
people his center employs, he said.

Some 125 ballots were added to
the second count from a stack
the board approved after the
computer could not read them
originally and some ballots that
have come in late from overseas.

"Obviously we are happy to continue and expand
our services," Merkel said.
While the Board of Elections will not officially de-

clare a winner until next Wednesday morning, the
second count put the "yes" vote ahead by 20 votes
with a 13,579 total, according to Mary Lou Emails,
director of the Wood County Board of Elections.
In the original count, the tax levy was rejected by
only 11 votes.
Some 125 ballots were added to the second count
from a stack the board approved after the computer
could not read them originally and some ballots that
have come in late from overseas, she said.
A few ballots were also forgotten in the ballot
boxes and never counted, she said.
If the "yes" vote is confirmed, $500,000 will be added to the mental health budget this year and $1 million will be added next year.

Explanation given State funding desired
on Heard's arrest Board of Regents discusses capital appropriation bill
Despite charges pending
against BG football player Ron
Heard for the assault of a police
officer and the obstruction of
Justice, members of Ron
leard's fraternity who were
present when he was arrested
claim he was actually struck in
the throat by his arresting officer.
According to police, Heard
jumped on the back of an officer
arresting a felon on an outstanding warrant at the Kappa Alpha
Psl fraternity house, 609 E. Reed
St., during a party Saturday.
Heard, a wide receiver for the

Falcon football team, pleaded
not guilty Wednesday in Bowling
Green Municipal Court to the alleged incident and faces a pretrial hearing Dec. 4 at 10 a.m.
His lawyer has instructed him
not to discuss the case with
anyone, but Heard was present
while Troy Hardgrow, vice
president of the fraternity, explained Saturday night's events
on Wednesday.
According to Hardgrow,
Heard never hit anyone and
when he tried to Hie a complaint
at the police station about being
□ See Heard, page 4.

by James A. Tinker
staff writer

Construction of a new $11.7 million academic budding is scheduled to begin in 1991 if
state funding is approved.
The 86,900 square foot facility will not
house any academic offices, but is planned to
have eighteen 40-seat classrooms, two
300-seat lecture halls, one 300-seat teleconference lecture hall and a 600-seat conference area. Director of Capital Planning
Robert McGeein said.
Faculty Senate members have discussed
locating the building in the intramural field
behind Memorial Hall.
The Ohio Board of Regents will set the rec-

ommendations for funding when the Capital
Improvement Appropriations Bill is announced on Dec. 15, said Linda Ogden, Board
of Regents information officer.
"By then every institution will know what
is in their proposal and what is not," she
said.
■
University President Paul Olscamp told
the Board of Trustees he is hopeful the
request will be approved, but It is doubtful
the entire amount will be granted.
As a result, the 600-seat conference area
may not be included in the final plan but
Olscamp said he will lobby the state legislature to reconsider the amount of funding if it
is less than necessary for the conference
area.
OSeeBnndiag,page5.
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Oondom sale
is campus duty
for University
These days sex and death have a lot in common.
More and more the odds are growing that
sexual intercourse can result in venereal diseases
which can cause death.
Therefore, refusing to install condom dispensers
in the University's residence halls is not only shortsighted, it's plain stupid.
Condoms protect sexual partners from sexually
transmitted diseases by acting as a barrier which
does not allow bodily fluids to pass from one partner to another, a common method of infection.
Until the discovery of AIDS, the leaders of American society could hide behind a cloud of uninformed "morality" and refuse to openly discuss STDs
and distribute condoms. After all, STDs could
cause some physical damage, but with medical supervision victims could survive.
And then AIDS, a fatal, uncurable, sexually
transmitted disease, was discovered.
So now, if morality is still the question, it is obvious that the only people exhibiting any morals are
those that take responsibility and use condoms during sexual intercourse.
The University may fear that parents and alumni
will perceive the condom dispensers as signs to
students that premarital sex is permissible,
naively believing that the unavailability of condoms will deter sexual intercourse.
According to Clyde Willis, dean of the college of
Health and Human Services, availibility is not the
determining factor in students' decisions concenng
sexual intercourse. That decision is based on many
factors — the least of which is whether the University stocks condoms.
.
But, by stocking condoms, the University is demonstrating the moral principals of safe and conscientious sex practices and the message is one of
responsibility, not promiscuity.
The University still has not installed condom dispensers in the residence halls, nor is the topic under
discussion.
The reasons for not installing dispensers are varied, but the fact remains that a highly sexually active population resides at the University.
The cost of installing condom machines would not
be a deterrent for installation either because Automated Venders Incorporated of Warren, which
holds the University's vending contract, can and
will stock condoms in the vending machines
already installed on campus.
The University claims to be concerned about the
health and welfare of students — so concerned that
it deemed it necessary to create a smoke-free campus.
Then why doesn't the University install condom
dispensers in the residence halls?
It is time for the University to stop worrying
about what people will think and begin earnestly
worrying about the health of its students.
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A Market Square Hero Dennis Robaugh

You can run, but you can't hide
"Aaaaagh!! Snow!"

I quickly shut my eyes, rubbed
them with my fists and opened
them up again.
The snow was still there. It
was 7:30 Thursday morning.
I stumbled out of bed and
found my way to the telephone.
My head ached. My throat felt
like someone had swabbed it
with sandpaper while I slept.
"Hello? I can't come in to
work today. OK. Thanks. Bye."
I dropped the phone on my
foot, cursed and stumbled back
to bed for more sleep.
Three and a half hours later I
got out of bed for a day of rest
and relaxation. I walked past
the sink and the mountain of
dirty dishes on my way to the
bathroom.
A long, low, guttural groan
emanated from the sink.
I stared at the sink. Something
moved beneath the green flower
print bowls filled with the remnants of Spaghettios.
I remember fondly my childhood years when Spaghettios
and lemonade were a meal fit
for kings. I lost touch with
Spaghettios, but now that I'm in
Bowling Green I've rediscovered the 45-cent wonder
cans.
"Hey! Hey, look over here." I
heard a gruff voice coming from
behind me. I turned around, but
all I saw were my two birds —

Hunter Thompson and Bob
Woodward.
Hunter had a joint hanging
from his beak and Bob was
taking the deathbed confession
of a cockroach who claimed to
have desecrated an American
flag in a local church.
I headed for the shower. "Hey,
beandip...look over here."
Hunter was dangling upside
down from the top of the cage.
"What are you doing home?"
Hunter asked.
"I'm sick."
I noticed a slight bulge under
Hunter's left wing. He noticed
that I noticed.
"I've started packing a piece
again — for protection, he said.
I could see the latest issue of
Guns & Ammo laying in the corner of their cage.
"Why are you carrying a
gun?"
"Your roommates had a party
while you were in Washington."
"So?"

"Some guys with brains smaller than ours harassed Bob and
me."
"Why didn't you do something
about it?" I asked.
"We were screwed up. We
couldn't get out of the cage. The
air was thick with smoke. If we
could've gotten out, we would've
crapped on their heads."
Hunter took another hit of his
joint. "As it is, they got me

face to the people you live

started on this stuff again. It
was in the air."
From behind me came the
sound of dishes crashing to the
floor. A moldy black, green and
white blob leaped from the sink
and landed with a squish on the
floor.
"Shoot it, Hunter. Dammit,
shoot that thing," I screamed.
"I can't do that. That's your
conscience," he said. Bob flew
up to Hunter's perch and took
the joint in his beak.
Apparently, my conscience
had been growing and festering
in the tepid water beneath the
dishes used the past weekend.
It waddled around the couch
and up to my feet. It left a slimy
trail of Spaghettios goop behind
it.
"Well conscience, may I ask
why you've been festering in the

"And you dumped me off so
you could do it without feeling
guilty."
"Really?" I asked, a bit sarcastically.
"Really," my conscience replied. "And now I'm going to see
that you get yours."
My conscience leaped on my
face. I screamed. Just before I
lost consciousness I heard the
birds talking.
"No matter what you do or
where you go," said Hunter, "even if you take a day off alone,
your conscious always catches
up.
"You're always alone with
yourself."
"Yeah," said Bob. "Bet it
makes for interesting sex."
Robaugh is a columnist for
The News.

"I've been following you
around. Your conscience is always with you, you know," he
replied. "A few days ago you
dumped me off in the sink. I've
finally been caught up to you.
You're a real jerk."
"What makes you say that?"
"For those few days, you've
been merciless in your criticism
of everybody and everything —
from the people you work with to
the people who write you letters
saying they are laying in wait
for you so they can pummel your

—Respond—
The BG News welcomes guest
columns. Submissions should be
no longer than three typewritten, double spaced pages and
must include the author's name,
address, signature and daytime
telephone number.
Please address submissions
to:
Editorial editor
The BG News
210 West Hall

Reader considers "A Market Square Hero" column blasphemous
To the Editor,
This letter is sent in response
to the "Market Square Hero
article on Nov. 3 in Friday
Magazine entitled "Finding the
Real Meaning of Christ." Mr.
Dennis Robaugh has in the past
few months written the most irreverent, blasphemous articles
about Jesus that I have ever
read. Why The BG News would
pick this young man to speak for

Christians as to the real mean- trapped people. God wants a reing of Christ is unbelievable. lationship with us through His
Having the Son of God described He showed anger when approas lewd and raucous is, to say Sriated, but he was not a wild
beral. He taught us that God
the least, very insensitive to
Christianity and untrue. Mr. sees our heart's motives for all
that
we say and do. Tradition,
Robaugh quotes scripture (out
of context, for his benefit) and rules and regulations have only
mixes half truths, such as Jesus son Jesus. The reason that Jesus
being a revolutionary. Jesus was nailed to a cross was that
brought revolutionary ideas into He offered Himself as a sacrithe world but He did it in love. fice for your sin and mine, Den-

nis. Christ has made a difference in my life. He has given my
life purpose and direction and
hope.
I am very disappointed that
The BG News prints such
offensive material.
Connie Willis
Secretary, History Dept.

byJohnBoissy
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Group formed
to curb bigotry
by Michelle Banks
staff writer

BG News/Brock v,sn,£h

Great American Smokeout Giveaway

Senior Donna Sigl, (left) adviser at the Well in the Student Health Center, shows Great American
Smokeout literature and buttons to sophomore Linda Marcas in University Hall Thursday morning.

Fed up with the sexism, racism, and all the other"isms"
around her, one University student decided to do something
about the injustice she witnessed.
Tandy Rogers, a junior education major, with the guidance of
the Human Relations Commission, created the 1989-90 Campaign For a DiscriminationFree University. The Campaign
had its first meeting Thursday
night in Prout Hall lounge.
The main activities of the
campaign will be to educate the
campus through programs and
possibly make a movie dealing
with racism on campus, Rogers
told an audience of about 60 students and faculty merrroers.
Rogers said the education aspect is important because most
acts of discrimination come
from lack of information as well
as fear.
"Discrimation comes out of
ignorance and fear and it's as
simple as that," she said.
Another way to combat bigotry is to say something to people
when they make a racial or sexist joke.

"We don't want to condem
nle — our goal is to deal with
iscrimination) positively,"
Rogers said. "When people act
in prejudiced ways, point it out
to them. Attack people's behaviors and not the people.''
In addition, she said some
people might not even realize
they are participating in discrimatoryways.

November 17,1989

Divorce
affects
sex drive
by Marilyn Ellas
USAToday-CIN

College students with divorced parents are more
sexually active than their
classmates from intact
homes, a researcher reported.
While every form of discrimiAnd males whose parnation at the University is danents split up before they
Es, Rogers said the mostwere two years old are
irons type is the kind direcmore sexually aggressive
ward handicapped people.
than other men — willing
to try coercive tactics to
"It is the most subtle kind beget sex, said Robert Billicause it can be as simple as just
ngham of Indiana Univernot having a ramp or elevator,"
sity, Bloomington.
she said. "People don't see or
Billingham surveyed 638
hear a lot about it, but that
white middle-class stumakes it all the more dangerdents, mostly in their early
ous."
20s, looking at how childRogers is ashamed when the
hood divorce affected sexUniversity ignores minority
ual attitudes and behavior.
groups.
About one-third had divorced parents. He reported
"There are a lot of people here
results at the National
who give so much (to the UniCouncil on Family Reversity) and the University
lations meeting.
turns its back on them," she
Among major findings:
said. "I don't want to be
Males from divorced
ashamed of my University behomes held the most percause it turns its back on these
missive views, favoring
people."
"recreational" sex over
committed relationships.
They were most likely to
have had more than tour
sex partners by college.
Boys who have grown up
without a live-in dad "may
ultimately building cites on the master
model more from cultural
campus plan and depending on the
stereotypes of how a man
growth of the University, these spots
is supposed to behave,
may eventually be needed for additional
from TV and movies
building space, Martin said.
—short-term seductions,"
"A pun has to be developed well in adBillingham said.
vance if these areas are needed in the fuWomen with divorced
ture," he said.
parents were more sexualThe plan will also eliminate parking
ly active and aggressive
congestion in the core campus area and
than men or women from
provide a more convenient parking arintact homes.
rangement for commuters, Martin said.
"You see a pattern of
Since there are about 3,000 parking
floating in and out of brief
spaces in the areas near Lot 6, "there
relationships," he said.
will always be a parking space for everModeling may be the key
ybody, and it will add predictability to
cause, because "a single
campus life," Martin said.
mother may form multiple
short-term relationships.
Students required to park in the Lot 6
That's her right and priviarea will be issued separate parking delege as an adult. But you
cals and permits whicn would only allow
can't hide sex from kids,
them to park in the designated areas,
no matter how hard you try
Martin said.
— and a lot of adults don t
try"

New parking plan to be introduced
by Jill Novak
staff writer

Freshman and sophomore students
and all visitors to the University will be
required to park in Lot 6 and the parking
area near the Visitor's Information
Center within two years upon implementation of a new master plan.
Vice President of Operations Robert
Martin said one of two possible modes of
the plan is expected to be implemented
next fall.
The first plan would affect current
freshmen and incoming freshmen who
will use parking facilities.
The other plan would only involve next
year's freshmen, but next year's sophomores could continue to park as they
previously did.
These freshmen will be the starting
group for the plan and all students follow-

ing them would park in the designated
area.
Martin said he hopes to see the latter
plan approved, because freshmen will
see this parking arrangement as normal
and accept it Decause they would not
know what the previous situation was
like.
But, if the plan involving this year's
freshman is approved, these students
would have a pre-disposition toward the
plan and would probably be more inclined to object, he said.
However, before either is implemented, a sufficient transportation system to
and from the lot and additional security
measures must be added, Martin said.
Lighting in these parking areas would
have to be increased and this would cost
close to $150,000, Martin said.
Transportation from residence halls to
the parking areas would be provided by
the BGSU shuttle bus service, Martin

FOR THE 1990-91 ACADEMIC YEAR, THE NATIONAL
COUNCIL OF ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA ACADEMIC
HONOR SOCIETY FOR FRESHMEN WILL AWARD FIFTEEN
FELLOWSHIPS FOR GRADUATE STUDIES. ANT MIMBIlt
OF ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA WHO WILL GRADUATE WITH
A CUMULATIVE GRADE POINT AVERAGE OF 3.5 IS
ELIGIBLE. GRADUATING SENIORS MAY APPLY IF THEY
HAVE ACHIEVED THIS AVERAGE TO THE END OF THE
FALL TERM OF THIS YEAR.
APPLICATIONS WILL BE JUDGED ON ACADEMIC RECORD,
RECOMMENDATIONS. AND THE SOUNDNESS OF THIER STATED PROJECT
AND PURPOSE IF YOU ARE CONSIDERING GRADUATE SCHOOL AS AN
OPTION AFTER GRADUATION. I WOULD ENCOURAGE YOU TO APPLY FOR
ONE OF THESE FELLOWSHIPS EACH YEAR, MONEY IS NOT CLAIMED
BECAUSE QUALIFIED CANDIDATES FAIL TO APPLY! APPLICATIONS AND
SUPPORTING MATERIALS ARE DUE TO THE NATIONAL
HEADQUARTERS BY JANUARY IS. 1990.

CDCC SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION FOR
lllCC
STUDENTS WHO NEED

The Pheasant Room

MONEY FOR COLLEGE

University Union

in the

offers a
Sunday Buffet

Every Student la Eligible tor Some type of
Financial Aid Reoardleas of Grade* or Parental Income.
• We have a data bank of over 200,000 limnga ol scholsrshlps, fellow•hip*, grant*, and loan*, raprosentlng over 110 MINon In private sector
funding.
• Many scholarships are given to Mudent* baaed on their academic Interests,
career plan*, tamlly heritage and plac* ot re»ld*nee.
• There'* money available tor *tud*nt* who have been newspaper carriers,
grocery clertoj, cheerleader*. non-*mo*era
etc.
• Results GUARANTEED.
CALL
ANYTIME

CONTACT 372-2467 FOR APPLICATION INFORMATION.

said, at extended hours of 6 to 1 a.m.
The entire route the shuttle bus now
travels would be extended and a minimum of three to four additional shuttle
buses — each costing between $40,000
and $50,000 — will have to be purchased.
One smaller bus for the late night
hours and a larger bus for use throughout
the day are being considered, he said.
All of these changes will be made cautiously because "we don't want to invest
a lot of capital," Martin said, and additional police security would also be a
necessary consideration.
University President Paul Olscamp
said security measures must be increased before he will feel safe about
students parking in this area, but he does
support the parking plan.
The goal of the plan is to alleviate the
parking problems in core campus parking lots, Martin said.
Some parking spots in core campus are

For A Free Brochure

(800) 346-6401

Featuring a Selection of Meats, Potatoes,
Vegetables, and a Deluxe Salad Bar.
only $5.75
Food Coupons Accepted

fe]

Noon - 2:00 p.m.

372-2596

*****************
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

SALES
POSITION
OPEN:
(Spring Semester)

The BG News is currently accepting
applications for the position of
Advertising Sales Representative
to work with merchants outside of the
Bowling Green area. We offer:
• Great Earning Potential
• Flexible Hours
• Valuable Sales Experience

*
*
*

We are looking for an individual who is:

*
*

Applications are available in 214 West Hall

• Self Motivated
• Responsible
• Professional
Application Deadline: TODAYI

j

Must have cown transportation
'Must

******** ****** * *

*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Typeset Resumes

•i&wr
This is not a coupon.
This is not a special oiler.
This is the regular price
for a quality typeset resume
at UniGraphics.

Conveniently located on
campus, UniGraphics provides
resumes in several clean
business-like formats.
Resumes are typeset in two
to three days and are ready for
printing. Charges can also be
applied to your Bursar account.

'PRICE&VAWEGUARANTEE
assures ran qfrecehim Ibe very best values injewehy.
► hn RHHWI hai*>bis fua a «wo
M«o»7<r«»fi»50Ii«iGV/\7K*m
I Tm KKHAUD ftinvn Lrmm Dumv) 6V muxm I THI KioutD Piiasn QUKI CUB
► Tmi'ouniBniscPotu
► JUtKKHUDPnam WOOitKmx\Pouc>

HERE'S ONE CREDIT YOU WONT
HAVE TO STUDY FORA $200 INSTANT CREDIT being offered exclusively to
Bowling Green State University students and faculty by
Richard Potasky Jewelers.
And it couldn't be easier to get. In (act, it's already in
your hands. Our gift to you is a 20% discount when you
bring this ad into our Woodland Mall Shopping center
location, 1234 Main Street in Bowling Green, and fill oul
a Richard Potasy charge account application. With it
you're entitled to $200 instant credit.

That's the special.

UniGraphics
211 West Hall 372-7418
•Price dots not tndudt IV Socond ptgt $3 00

3

Instant credit approval is subject to the
conditions stated in the credit agreement,
credibility and sufficient income.
•
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JeAelers

Woodland Mall, Bowling Grem
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{BlotterDisplay cases in the Moore
Musical Arts Building were
broken into Monday. Damage
and value of the displays were
about $250.
DA bicycle valued at $50 was
taken and damaged from the
Compton Hall bike rack Monday.
□A key ring with University
and personal keys was lost Monday in Hayes Hall.

by a car that left the scene
Tuesday and damage exceeded
$150.

DTwo residents of Rodgers
Hall poured shampoo, food and
cologne on a dorm floor and lit it
with a match Monday. The students agreed to pay damages
and have been referred for disciplinary action.

DA radar detector valued at
$79 was stolen Tuesday from a
car parked in Lot 12.

DA meal coupon book valued
at $100 was reported stolen in
Kreischer dining hall Tuesday.
DA car parked in Lot C was hit

D University police are investigating complaints of obscene phone calls received
Tuesday in McDonald West.

(Heard) got up and straightened
him out and asked the officer
what the problem was (and)
why was he taking these
measures to apprehend (the
felon).
"The officer wouldn't answer
him; he asked again and the
officer hit him in the throat —
elbowed him in the throat,"
Hardgrow said.
Officers then put Austin in the
car and drove through their
yard, Hardgrow said.
The car allegedly tore a pair
of tracks from the parking lot
behind the house, across the
yard to Ridge Street. The path
passes between the fraternity

house and the Alpha Phi Alpha
fraternity next door.
Heard was upset by the incident and wanted to file a complaint with the police, Hardgrow
said, so the two went to the
police station.
When they reached the
station, an officer closed the
doors in front of the pair and
said the police station was
closed, Hardgrow said.

... Heard
i>C Continued from page 1.
,, hit, he was arrested.
Before the arrest, Hardgrow
said the campus police were at
the front door checking the ID'S
, of every male in the house in re' sponse to a noise complaint
!• At the same time, Det. Brad
Conner, a plainclothes officer.
. let himself ui the back door of
the house and began asking for
IDs, Hardgrow said.
"When the felon tried to get
, away the police chased him and
ran over Ron (Heard)," Hardgrow said. "He got tangled up in
everything."
"when the felon was on his
' stomach being handcuffed, he

Heard said he wanted to make
a complaint, but the officer told
them to come back Monday,
Hardgrow said.
D See Heard, page 5.

Study Hall

BOHmm/BnAVimUk

Junior Brian Skomp and sophomore Kristen Malott quiz each other about their English 290 notes for a
linguistics test in Eppler North Thursday morning. "We're ready for it." Skomp said.

BG

Congratulations
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THOMAS ALCEH II
SUZANNE ALBACH
BRAD ALLAN
LISA ANDERSON
JOSEPH ANDRES
NEELA ANDREWS
MICHELLE AROIE
SHERI ATKINSON
STARR AUGSBURGER
RENEE AUSTERMILLER
DOUGLAS AVERV
JOHN BABCOCK
REBECCA BARRY
CLARENCE BASS III
MICHAEL BATY
TREVOR BEBOUT
PAUL BEEL
MALAIKA BELL
MATTHEW BERG
DANA BIOONY
OEORGE BILLERMAN
JENNIFER BINKLEY
AMY BLAIR
LAURA BOCKWICH
ANGIE HOI s
EMILY BOHARDT
DOUGLAS BOLGER
EMILY BOMLITZ
STEPHEN BOWSHER
CHESTER BOYER
MICHAEL BRAATZ
CHRISTINE BRADY
DOUGLAS BRAOO
MARTIN BRASCH
HEATHER BRAZIK
GRETCHEN BRESIEN
DAVID BURCH
ARIC BURKE
COLIN BURKE
DONALD BURKIN
RAECHEL BUTLER
HEATHER CAIN
MARC CALDER
CHRISTOPHER CAPE
MATT CARLTON
ANNE CARMEAN
TRISHA CAROTHERS
JOSEPH CARR
CHRISTOPHER CARRUTHERS
JAMIE CARTER
JOYCE CASTOR
CHARLYN CHAMBERS
DANA CHATMAN
DAWN CIPOLLO
JOHN CLAWSON
LAURA COCHRAN
JENNIFER CONKLIN
DAMON CONN
GORDON COOPER
NATHAN CORNELL
HEATHER CRAIC.
MARK CRAWFORD
VIRGIL CRAWFORD
GRANT CUMMINCS
JESSICA CUNNINGHAM
CARRIE CZACK
TAMI D CLUTE
TERI D CLUTE
KATHRYN DAVIS
TAMMY DEAN
RYAN DELL
MICHELLE DENATALE
TANYA DEPUY
OINA DERRER
KERRE DEVAUL
PATRICK DEVINEY
JOANNE DEWITT
ROSE DIOUGLIELMO
ALICIA DOHNER
JOHN DOMER
TIMOTHY DOWNING
ESTHER DUDA
POLLY DUKES
JEFFREY DUNMIRE
DIANE DURBINE
DANIEL DURJCA
DANIEL ECKENWILER
KATHLEEN ECKERT
MICHELLE ELHINDY
MICHAEL ELMER
FRITZ ELSASSER
ANITA ENRIOHT

KRISTA ESCHELS
CHRISTY FABER
1)1 HkA FERNANDEZ
NATHANIEL FERRALL
KRISTEN FETTER
kIMBERLY FIEBIC
JOSEPH FIHE
AMY FINK
STEVEN FISHER
CARI FLOEHR
TIMOTHY FOCEL
LISA FORRESTER
AMY FRANKS
M ERR ITT FRITCHIE
JILL GAETH
MATTHEW OAR MAN
JOHN OAST
SASCHA GEIST
TANYA OERCAK
MICHAEL COEDDE
BRIAN GOTRO
JON GRASER
I kit 1A GRAY
HEIDI GRUNNER
ROBERT GUBERNATH
TERESA GUSTWILLER
MICHAEL HA 1 AS
WILLIAM HAMEL
JENNIFER HARRAMAN
WENDY HARRISON
HOLLY HARRUFF
DARYL HARTLEY
MELISSA HAUOHT
KAYLJN HAUSER
HEATHER HAVERFIELD
BRAD HECKATHORN
JENNIFER HECKER
REBECCA HENDEL
GLEN HENTON
RICHARD KICKS
MATTHEW Mil BORN
KRISTEN HILES
DAWN HOADLEY
STACEY HOLM AN
DON HOPPERT
STEVE HOVEY
JESSE HOWARD
HEATHER HUDSON
RANDA HUGHES
JASON HUNTER
KYLE HUNTER
KELLY HYNE
ROCHELLE IONATZ
MEKO IMLER
KIMBERLY INGRAM
JOSHUA JACKSON
PAUL JACOBS
AMY JAMES
MATTHEW JAMESON
WILLIAM JANOCH
DAVID JENKINS
TRACY KAIFAS
AMY KAISER
ANDREA KAl ASSAY
JESSICA KAUFMAN
JENNY KENT
MELISSA KERIK
STEVEN KINCAID
ANNA KINO
DARRIN KING
KATHIKINO
IVAN KNAPP III
LISA KNUDSON
LINDA KNUTSON
LAURA KOHLENBERG
CARL KRUEGER
< kAK, KSENICH
MICHAEL KUHLMAN
LORI KUSNER
ANDREW KWIATKOWSKI
DENISE LADD
DAWN LATTO
SEAN LAUBER
BRIANT LEE JR
BETSY LEEDY
HANS LEICHTAMER
HEIDI LEICHTAMER
USA UNIX
DIANA LESCH
RUSSELL LINDEN
JOSHUA LOOAN
MATTHEW LOOAR

BRADLEY LONG
CYNTHIA LONG
KYLE LONG
OREOORY LOPEMAN
SHAWN LUCAS
CHERYL MAERKLE
MEGAN MAHAFFEY
KELLY MALONE
REBECCA MARK WORTH
DANIEL MARLOW
JENNIFER MARSHALL
WILLIAM MARTIN
DAVID MARTINE
JOHN MASON
CHRISTOPHER MASSARO
JILL MATCH1NGA
JACQUELINE MAYL
COLIN MCBANE
MARK MCBROOM
ERIK MCCALL
LEE MCCOY
CAR LA MCDONALD
MICHELLE MCELROY
ADAM MCELWAIN
JEFFREY M.QLTRE
CASSANDRA MCKAY
JODY MCLAREN
CRAIC, MCLAUOHUN
JENNIFER Mil. Ml
RENEE METZ
JENNIFER MEYER
ALYCE MILLER
LANA MILLER
BRIAN MILNER
REBECCA MINER
REGINA MISSLER
KIMBERLY MLINARIK
BETH MONO
JENNIFER MORR
BRIAN MULLHOLAND
JASON NAOEL
NANCY NAY LOR
DWIGHT NEATE
WENDY NEIHART
TIMOTHY NEWLOVE
RICHARD NEWSOME
JULIET NICKELS
JOHN NIETZ
JULIE NOLLENBERGER
TED NOWICKI
AMY OLESEN
SCOTT OMMERT
ANDREA OPELT
CHRISTINE OWEN
AMY PABST
CHARLES PALMER
JAMIE PALMER
JULIE PANNELL
PENNY PARKER
ANTHONY PARSON
JAMES PATTON
STACEY PEARLMAN
ERICA PEPIN
ANDREA PHILLIPS
MATTHEW (-Mil Ill's
DEAN P1CKETT
JENNIFER PIER
REGINA PINCES
ANGELA POLLE
MICHAEL POPOVICH
TAJLA PORTER
ANN POTTER
SABA POTTER
JEFFREY PRICE
TIMOTHY QUICK
LISA RADUNE
MARK RASMUSSEN
SUSAN RAY
JODELLE REED
KIMBERLY REINECK
RICKY RENZ
KELLEY RHODEN
DOUGLAS RICKER
SARA RIEWALDT
DAVID ROB 1 SON
CAROLYN ROETHER
BRIAN ROGERS
BRENT ROHRS
LISAROPIAK
CONSTANCE ROSS
JENNIFER ROSSETTI
JULIE ROTH

#EK
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THE BROTHERS OF PHI SIGMA KAPPA ARE PROUD
TO ANNOUNCE THEIR NEW OFFICERS AND CHAIRMAN
PR6SID€NT: MARKO KRAU
VIC€ PR€SID€NT: PATRICK MURPHV
S6CRCTARV: K€LLV Z€BROUJSKI

ADAM RUBIN
ERIC RUBLE
BETH RUDINGER
MAUREEN RYAN
MATTHEW RYERSON
ALLISON SAKAE
DEREK SANDERSON
CHRISTINE SAUER
TRACEY SAVAGE
JOSEPH SCHAFER
MICHELLE SCHALK
MICHAEL SHANE
SUSAN SCHINDLER
KEVIN SCHLUNDT
BETH SCHMIDT
ERIC SCHNEIDER
DEREK SCHOEPF
JENNIFER SCHULTZ
KATHERINE SCHULTZ
JOHN SCHUMACHER
KRISTIN SCHURK
KARRIESHIMP
WILLIAM SHULER
KARI SHUPE
SCOTT SILKNITTER
DARREL SLATER
JAMES SMITH
TRACY SOBECK
BETH SOLOMAN
HOLLY SOMMER
JENNIFER SOUTER
ERIC SPARKS
RYAN SPARKS
ERINN SPEED
JENNIFER SPIELDENNER
CINDY SPR AGUE
SUSAN STAFFORD
ALISA STOCKARD
CHRISTOPHER STORM ANN
ROCHELLE STOTLER
MARCSTRABIC
MICHAEL STRAYER
ROBERT STREETER
MICHELLE STRICKER
SCOTT STRUNA
Lli ANN A SUTER
DARA SYKORA
FELICIA SZORAD
LISA TERRY
REBECCA THIESSEN
KRISTIN THOMAS
LARRY THOMAS
MICHAEL TIMINEY
KIMBERLY TODD
HEATHER VAGI
JAMES VALTIN
JACLYN VARWIO
ELIZABETH VOGT
MATTHEW VMII
DAWN WACKER
TODATHON WAGNER
ERIC WAHRMAN
JENNIFER WALBORN
AMANDA WALKER
MARIANNE WARNER
DAVID WARREN
KEVIN WELUtt
LAURA WELTER
RICHARD WENNES
AMY WHELAN
JULIE WHITE
DAVID WHITMIRE
MATTHEW WILHELM
MAROARET WILLIAMS
JULIE WILLIAMSON
SHANNON WILT
ERIC WOLFE
OREOORY WOODS
MATTHEW WOODS
JULIE WRIOHT
GLORIA WU
REBECCA WUEST
CATHERINE WUNDER
STEPHANIE YAOER
KRISTIN YEASTING
MICHAEL YON
JENNIFER YOUNO
MELISSA YOUNG
SALLY ZELLER
CHRIS ZERBY
DANZOBA

RUSH: MATT ROVKA
SOCIAL: DOUG NAGW
TflOV HOVL€S
UJRVS & MC-ANS: CRAIG MARTIN
PHILRNTHROPV: CHAD NOBUT
HISTORIAN: TflOV ANDCfiSON
SCHOLARSHIP: RllCN DROUJN

*EK

*EK

*EK

S6NT.: J€fF DAVIS
INDUCTOR: WAIT PODGURSKI
TR€ASUR€R: T€D CAMPB6.L

M

IFCRCP.: DARRCNGUIDO
INTRRMURRL: ROB UJINKOUJSKI
ALUMNI: DUSTIN MARTIN
COMMUNITV S€flVTC€: RICK HUTCHINSON
PURLIC RELATIONS: COLIN BURKC
HOUSING: SCOnLAUJLOR/
JOHN WC-RBC-R
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HEY PHI MU'S!
its a Date Dash LAUNDRY BASH!
What?!

Loads of laundry, food, music,
prizes, dancing and FUN!!

Where?! THE WASH HOUSE

250 Main St. (Corner of Court &
Main)

When?! Saturday Nov. 18, 8:00 p.m. 10:00 p.m.
Who?! You, your date, your laundry sacs
and pockets of quarters!
Why?!

Because we want to have loads
of FUN and get our laundry done!

Presenting...

:

1

MARK'S PIZZA

Free Delivery
352-3551
EXPIRES 12-7-89

113 Railroad Street
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Open 7 Days
354-3977

Legacy students represent a very special group of people at our University. The tradition of the Bowling Green
' 'family'' is carried on year after year by the many new and returning faces on our campus. The 350 legacy students
in this year's freshman class display the strength of this group, and the importance of tradition at Bowling Green
State University. The Undergraduate Alumni Association (UAA) is proud to recognize this group at the first ever
Freshman Legacy Reception. It will be held at the Mileti Alumni Center on November 30 from 7-9p.m. (the
reservation deadline has been extended to Tuesday, November 21. Call the UAA office at 372-6849.)

19 & OVER WELCOME

only at

kttss
the copy center

Here's why these students are special to
Bowling Green State University

•

Large 2 Item Pizza

Present coupon lor a one page typeset
resume and disk wih stored resume.
One coupon per person. Valid through
12/15/89.

Michelle Muth
Salesperson of the Week
BG News November 7 -10

OVER WELCOME

R.D.. Buff & Stuff

UAA Salut es the Fresl iman Legacj • Students!!
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Female tycoons on the rise
cess Seminars, which assembles
and conducts motivational seminars.
Lownes agrees and says
Women living out the Ameri- women must avoid perpetuating
can dream of being their own stereotypes.
"By virtue of history and
boss are starting their own businesses in greater numbers than where women have been stereotypically
placed, some women
men, according to Small Busiare not as aggressive as they
ness Administration reports.
The ratio of female to male may need to be in the business
first-time entrepreneurs is 3-to-l arena," Lownes said.
"A lot of women still view it as
and, based on that growth, the
SBA predicts that by the year a man's world and some men
2000 women will account for SO want you to perceive it that way.
percent of this county's small If you are easily intimidated,
that can be a major barrier,
business owners.
"The woman entrepreneur she said.
Dealing with men who viewed
comes from all walks of life, all
different educational back- business as a man's world was a
grounds and all different exper- major obstacle for Lesly Hart,
iential backgrounds," said Mil- president of Aztech Industrial
licent Gray Lownes, a Tennes- Supply Inc.
The Nashville, Tenn., comsee State University business
professor. She is the owner of A pany, which opened in 1982. is a
Business of Your Own, which supplier of technical and inproduces and distributes pub- dustrial products such as
lications for women interested motors, motor controls, fuses
and transformers.
in starting a small business.
"There are a lot of customers
Many are housewives who
want their own business and who still do not want a woman
some must support themselves calling on them," Hart said.
She intended to be a silent
and families because of divorce
or death of a spouse. Others had partner in the business, but was
successful careers but reached a forced to take a more active role
"glass ceiling" limiting their with her husband, Phil Kelly,
when the third partner died.
advan cement.
"I came in to sort of help and
Despite the increase in numbers, women still face pitfalls slowly I took over," Hart said.
Actively seeking customers
because of their gender, say
was difficult, she said, because
women business owners.
"You don't have to be a barra- technical expertise was and still
cuda, but you do have to let peo- is considered to be a male doBle know that you won't allow minated area.
"It was like they were saying
lem to take advantage of you,"
'you've got nice legs, but you
said Rita Burgett, owner of Sucby Linda Moore
USA Today-CIN

don't know your product,'" she
said.
"Things are changing now.
Women are being more accepted. Gender is not a requirement
to understand a motor.'
But even women in less technical fields are not taken seriously, Lownes said.
"f m talking about the population as a whole, and particularly
male customers or clients," she
said. "They see women as just
playing out there until they get
tired and go home."
This is one reason many
women shy away from banks for
financing.
"I think that there are a lot of
women, even if they have a bet-

by Hugh McCann
USA Today-CIN
Hunters in Michigan are believed to be among the first to
refrigerate their prey — almost 11,000 years ago — making them the possible inventors of modem cold storage.
University of Michigan
scientist Daniel C. Fisher has
found evidence of crude, prehistoric refrigeration on a
south-central Michigan farm
that was the bottom of a pond
in prehistoric times.
"Although underwater
meat catching has been observed among modern hunting groups, this is the first
physical evidence documenting its use in prehistoric
times," he said.

by Jane Pewitt
USA Today-CIN

Fisher is a professor of geological and biological sciences and associate curator of

"They're trying to boost their circulation by boosting the readers'
circulation," quipped Rich Ceppos, executive editor of Car and
Driver, the country's most popular auto monthly with a circulation
of 928,000.
Motor Trend Vice President Lee Kelley said, "I don't think it hurts
our credibility."
The calendar, he said, "is a marketing tool for us that will boost
our newsstcr.d sales substantially," perhaps by 20 percent. Monthly
newsstand sales now run about 202,000, about 26 percent of the
767,000 copies sold.
The calendar only appears in newsstand copies. Mail subscribers
will get a six-page "Auto Exotica" using the same high-dollar fantasy cars and models, but in smaller photos and less-revealing
poses.
The special issue also will give revenue a kick: Motor
Trend jacked up the newsstand price 55 cents, to $3.50, for the calendar issue.

"When asked why they started, one of the founding members
said 'nobody else wanted us,' "
Williams said. "NAWBO is going to provide a unified voice
and vision for women business
owners. Because NAWBO's goal
is economically based, they do
not pick up any political issues
except what happens to you as a
business owner.

Prehistoric hunters
used refrigeration

Flesh promotes
auto magazine
Motor Trend magazine, which calls itself the "world's automotive
authority," has forlhe first time added some flesh to its flash.
Newsstand copies of the December issue will feature "Auto Exotica," a pull-out calendar with photos of hot cars and young women
in tight, skimpy clothes - an editorial approach favored more by the
racier motorcycle magazines.
Other auto magazines, which consider themselves more oriented
toward auto purists than Motor Trend, are derisive, critical and
amused by the calendar.
"Definitely a new low in automotive journalism," sniffed Jean
Lindamood, deputy editor of Automobile.
"We're not automotive gynecologists," AutoWeek Publisher Leon
Man del chided.

ter situation than I have had,
who don't go into the bank because they ve heard so many
negative stories about banks
lending women money for businesses in the service industry,"
said Karen Williams, the owner
of On-Hold Advertising.

the university's Museum of
Paleontology. He has spent
five years excavating at the
farm, whose precise location
is not being disclosed.
The pond site is dried up
and contains the remains of
butchered mastodons and
mammoths — large, elephant-like creatures that
roamed North America many
thousands of years ago.
Fisher told a Geological Society of America meeting this
week that he excavated unusual oval masses consisting of
gravel and sand surrounded
By a "rind" of plant material.
He believes they are anchors
made by ancient hunters to
keep meat and fat from floating to the pond's surface.
He explained that the hunters used pieces of the intestine to form a bag. They
would put the meat inside, tie
off each end and submerge it
— relying on the cold water at
the bottom to preserve their
kill.

Heard
G Continued from page 4.
Heard then asked "Are you
trying to tell me that if I was attacked or raped you wouldn't let
me file a complaint?"
At that point another officer
came to the door and let them in,
and after another minute of discussion, Conner came over to
the group.
Conner asked "Are you the
one I hit?" Hardgrow said, and
when Heard agreed, he was arrested.
"We couldn't believe it,"
Hardgrow said. "We went to the
police station to file a complaint
and he got arrested instead."
The officers then told Hardgrow to leave, threatening to
arrest him if he did not, Hardgrow said. After a couple of attempts to plead his case, he was
thrown out. he said.

"I said 'All I would like to
know is why...' and the officers
grabbed me by the arms and
pushed me out the door," Hardgrow said.
"Through all the mess, we
conducted ourselves in a respectful and orderly fashion,"
Hardgrow said. "We tried to go
through the proper channels to
get the attention we deserved."
"The only thing wrong was
that there was a felon in the
house that we didn't know anything about," added fraternity
president Allen Smith.
Hardgrow also claimed that
Conner said "this fraternity's
§oing down" during the indent.
Until Heard's case is finished
in court, police said they refuse
to comment on the incident.

DON'T CAUSE THE END OF A FRIENDSHIP
DON'T DRINK AND DRIVE

5

Matches sought
for 'AlaskaMen'
by Barbara Nachman
USA Today-CIN

Shane Johnson is a 28-year-old David Letterman lookalike who
hopes to make a difference by improving Soviet-US. relations.
When he's not busy with his public relations career, you'll find him
Whitewater kayaking and downhill skiing.
D Jerry Stamsel is 42 and has bright blue eyes, soft brown hair and
a Kirk Douglas chin. An experienced bush pilot and professional
musician, he works as a wilderness guide.
LlWhite-bearded James Garrigues is a strapping 6-foot-2-inch
61-year-old who had careers as a teacher and construction worker
He s now a volunteer for the American Association of Retired Persons.
On the surface, Johnson, Stamsel and Garrigues may not sound
like soulmates, but look deeper.
They are all living the solo life way up in Alaska. They are also all
seeking to end that single condition.
All three, in fact, are so desperately seeking Ms. Right that they
were willing to advertise themselves in AlaskaMen, a publication
some call the Pennysaver of the single's scene.
In the frostbite capital of the United States, the male-to-female
ratio is 8-to-l but can reach as high as 35-to-l in remote portions of
thestate.
Susie Carter pitied the poor Alaska man. A mother of nine, Carter
was operating a daycare center catering to single fathers and was
thrust into a matchmaker role so often, she decided to turn it into big
business.
The result is a glossy "lifestyle" publication that premiered, in
April, 1987. Since then, more than 500 Alaskan eligibles have appeared (fully clothed, often in hiking boots, sometimes with fur
Kits) on the slick pages of her magazine. In addition, 12 brave Alasn men posed for the 1989 AlaskaMen calendar and 17 hunky hopefuls brought their solitary plight to the Oprah Winfrey show. In
March, AlaskaMen continues its matchmaking mission by uniting a
dozen men and women on a Carnival Line "ice-breaking" cruise to
the Caribbean.
"We just want to be able to help people find each other," Carter
said, 46, whose 67-year-old father is one of the magazine's success
stories. He appeared in issue two, was married by issue four and is
one of several unions and countless relationships Carter claims the
magazine has matched.
Bachelors' photos and brief biographical sketches are accompanied by addresses where they can be reached. In January, 900-preCx
telephone numbers will be added so women can hear messages from
the Alaska men of their choice.

Building
D Continued from page 1.
Construction of a new $11.7
million academic building is
scheduled to begin in 1991 if
state funding is approved.
The 86,900 square foot facility
will not house any academic offices, but is planned to have
eighteen 40-seat classrooms, two
300-seat lecture halls, one
300-seat teleconference lecture
hall and a 600-seat conference
area. Director of Capital Planning Robert McGeein said.
Faculty Senate members have
discussed locating the building
in the intramural field behind
Memorial Hall.
The Ohio Board of Regents
will set the recommendations
for funding when the Capital
Improvement Appropriations
Bill is announced on Dec. 15,
said Linda Ogden, Board of Regents information officer.
"By then every institution will
know what is in their proposal
and what is not," she said.
University President Paul
Olscamp told the Board of
Trustees he is hopeful the
request will be approved, but it
is doubtful the entire amount
will be granted.
As a result, the 600-seat conference area may not be included in the final plan, but Olscamp said he will lobby the state

Our new Hallmark boxed
cards have just arrived!

legislature to reconsider the
amount of funding if it is less
than necessary for the conference area.
Faculty Senate became aware
of the proposed building last
spring and then Vice Chairwoman Ann-Marie Lancaster suggested McGeein's office and the
senate work together in considering the building's configuration, according to current vice
Chairman Blaine Ritts.
"It became apparent that
there hadn't been much faculty
input — just administration," be
said.
However, the senate was surprised to hear Olscamp tell the
Board of Trustees that the building may have a 600-seat conference area, Ritts said.
"We're a bit perplexed that a
classroom building could move
to the Board of Regents without
input by the people who will be
using it," he said, referring to
faculty and students.
Faculty Senate officers
strongly support the new general purpose academic building,
but question its configuration,
he said.
"Certainly we need another
classroom building," he said.
"The problem is, do we need this
particular configuration?"
The idea for the new building
stemmed from the failure of a
plan for a convocation center
and the transition of Memorial
Hall to classrooms — neither of
which were feasible, McGeein
said.

10%
off!
with ihis coupon

HAN'S
TAILORING
&

in our 1st ever

PIK€
N6UTRON BOMB
DRT€ PfiRTV
Saturday, November 18th
By 2 A.M. the only thing left standing is
the PIKE HOUSE

ALTERATIONS
-Professional Work-

We have a
wide selection of
cards to fit every
personality.
Come in soon!

Visit our Holiday Open House this
Saturday & Sunday, November 18-19 and
start your Christmas Shopping early.
20% OFF Precious Moments
20% OFF Boxed Cards
20% OFF Stuifed Animals
Refreshments Served

PILLS-N-PACKAGES
111 Railroad

352-1693

Do you have any
clothing that just
doesn't fit the way
you wish it would?
If so, bring it to us
and we will hem or
fix it, just the way
you like it. We can
alter any type of
apparel for guys &
gals, from jeans to
formal gowns.
Hours:

M - F 9-6
Sat.
10-6
Sun. closed
IMS. Main 354-5944
(■cross from Kaufman's)
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Sink the Lakers!
#12

#17

Brett
Harkins

Peter
Holmes

Center
Fr. 6*2" 165 lbs.
Strongsville, OH

Right Wing
So.5'9"175t>s.
Richmond, B.C.

GOOD
LUCK
FALCONS!

1020 N. Main
352-2061

#2
Ken
Klee

#4
Derek
Hopko
Defense
So.6'1"185b8.
Winnipeg Beach, Man

We'll see you at
CCHA!
0tntt|ro{t
Serrate

Apartments

tSUBUJRV"
828 S. Main
354-2608
We Deliver!
Open Late 7 Days
a Week!
Good Luck Falcons

Best of Luck Falcons

GOOD LUCK FALCONS
from your

#23
Rick
Mullins
Right Wing
Fr.S'lV'ieSlbs.
Utca.MI

SUPPORT
FALCON
HOCKEY!
Good Luck Falcons

GO
FALCONS'.

University Bookstore

1020
352

#20
Llew
Ncwana

#7
Otis
Plageman

#8
A.J.
Plaskey

#24
Marc
Potvin

Lett Wing
So.5'10"185bs.

Defense
So. 511" 170lbs.
St. Albert, Alberta

Defense
Fr.6'2" 190 6s.
Oak Park, Ml

Right Wing
Sr.6'2"210lbs.
Kitchener, Ont.

Gloucester, Onl

Best of Luck

GOOD LUCK FALCONS
FROM YOUR

from

Greenbriar Inc.

2l

224 E. Wooster
352-0717

U"a»iQ'*du*1* Sin<l<"i Cm

GMSEZ
828 S. Main
354-2608
We Deliver!
Open Late 7 Days
a Week

#11
Joe
Quinn

#27
Matt
Ruchty

#22
Braden
Shavchook

Right Wing
Sr.6'1"190lb8.
Calgary, Alberta

Left Wing
Jr. 6V 210lb».
Kitchener, Ont.

Right Wing
Jr. 5'10" 165«».
VegrevSle, Atoerta

Go BGSU
Falcons!

.SUBWAY"
828 S. Main
354-2608
We Deliver!
Open Late 7 Days
a Week!

Good Luck Falcons

GOOD
LUCK
FALCONS!

MA
31

Lett Wing
Jr.6'0"180bs.
Caen, France

GoaltenrJer
Fr. 5"10" 160tbs.
Toronto, Ont.

315 E. Wooster
354-1477

Center
So. 5'11" 1701)8.
Bashaw, Alberta

#16
Pierrick
Maia

#35
Angelo
Libertucci

Defense
Fr.6'1"200lbs.
Kansas City, MO

#10
Martin
Jiranek

^

BEST OF LUCK
BG FALCONS!
AL-MAR
COLONIAL
LANES

#18
Jim
Solly
Center
So. 8'1" 180 lbs.
St. Catharines, Ont.

fi\
.. -

BEE-GEE BOOKSTORE
1424 E. WOOSTER
353-2252

1020 N. Main
352-2061
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Justwhate\eya)llege student
needs:A roommate cooks,
' i
ti

i

Introducing the new B.M.O.C.-the biggest Macintosh on campus:
The Macintosh* n computer. It's the perfect roommate for power hungry students
who do high speed computing, video processing, engineering or graphic design.
Made with an open configuration that
allows for special purpose boards, the Mac' II
is the fastest, best performing Macintosh

ever built. Yet with all its sophistication, it
still has the same point-and-click simplicity
that Macintosh has become famous for.
Which means, ofcourse,the Macintosh n
and you will be the perfect roommates:
It cooks. And you clean up.
The power to be your best?

© 1988Apple Computer, Inc. Apple, the Apple logo, Macintosh and Mac are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.
The power to be your best'is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
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For further information, go to
Williams Hall Computer
Services Lab.
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PEOPLE

Italian artist proved to be a fraud

New salt theory being studied

Brokaw remains chief newscaster

ROME (AP) — Causing a stir in the Italian cultural world, a new
book and a newspaper have disclosed that Nobel laureate Eugenio
Montale signed literary articles that were actually writtenby a
friend.
The country's literati had considered Montale the leading Italian
poet of the 20th century.
The Milan-based newspaper II Giomale recently published a series of letters Montale wrote in 1950 to an American friend, Henry
Furst, asking him to put together several book reviews that would
appear under Montale s name.
The deal also was detailed in a book about Furst published this
month, "Dry Branches," by Mario Soldati.
The disclosures surprised Italians, who grew up revering the verses of the reclusive Montale, including "Occasions," "Finisterre"
and a collection titled "Cuttlefish Bones."
Montale, who often wrote of the sea in his native Genoa, won the
Nobel Prize in literature in 1975. He died in 1981 at age 85.
Most commentators have expressed sympathy for Montale, who,
according to Soldati, arranged for the ghost-written articles during a
period in which he was very tired and felt unable to write.
Another controversy has developed over a column by an Italian
Communist politician and poet, Pietro Ingrao. who said Montale had
a "right to deceive," since capitalist society did not permit an artist
to make a living from poetry.

NEW ORLEANS (AP) — Salt, long believed a cause of high blood
pressure, may have the opposite effect on some people on strict lowsalt diets, a study says. But other doctors insist it's still better to
keep your hands off the shaker.
Dr. Brent Egan, director of the hypertension unit at the Medical
College of Wisconsin, said his study suggests that strictly limiting
salt intake could be bad for people with normal blood pressure.
He said he believes that the American Heart Association's suggestion of limiting daily salt consumption to seven grams, or about one
and one-half teaspoons, is safe. But he said further study is necessary before more stringent rules are adopted for the general population.
"I think there are some people who are harmed by severe to
moderate salt restriction, at least in the short term," said Egan, who
based his findings on a diet experiment.
But, he cautioned, "I am not suggesting that the population should
run out and shake salt on their food/'
Egan presented his findings Wednesday at the heart association's
annual meeting, where his conclusions were immediately questioned by other nigh blood pressure experts.
"I would challenge the notion that blood pressures went up because they went on low-salt diets," said Dr. Richard Grimm of the
University of Minnesota. "It may just be the normal variation in
blood pressure. We haven't seen anything like that in our studies."

NEW YORK (AP) - An "NBC Nightly News" show using three
anchors instead of Tom Brokaw alone was brought on by special circumstances and does not signal a change in the program's format,
the network said.
Brokaw taped the start of the Wednesday night show in Washington, D.C., then had to leave to serve as master of ceremonies at the
annual Robert F. Kennedy Human Rights awards, NBC spokeswoman Katherine McQuay said.
Mary Alice Williams, in New York, filled in during the rest of the
broadcast, with Garrick Utley, in Berlin, anchoring reports about
developments in Eastern Europe.
ABC was the first network to use a triple-anchor format on a regular evening newscast. From 1978 to 1983, its newscast was anchored
in Washington by Frank Reynolds, in Chicago by Max Roblnsonand
in London by Peter Jennings.

STATE / LOCAL
Senate probes Glenn scandal

Cats cause for AIDS research

COLUMBUS (AP) — Ohio's Democrats said Thursday that it's too
soon to tell if John Glenn will suffer serious political damage from a
thrift scandal that continues to swirl around him and four other U.S.
senators.
But Republicans, including state Chairman Robert Bennett whose
complaint helped trigger a Senate Ethics Committee investigation
of the five, insisted the former astronaut is in a political tailspin.
Bennett said events are still are unfolding, noting a Thursday
story in The Plain Dealer of Cleveland saying two former Glenn staffers lobbied in 1985 and 1986 for a savings and loan that went on to
trigger the current probe and a possible $2 billion taxpayer-funded,
S&Lbailout.
William White, a former top aide, and one-time legislative assistant Leonard Bickwit said they were paid by the thrift to lobby for a
House resolution — later defeated — which they never discussed
with Glenn.
However, Bennett said the story shows that Glenn's problem "is
not going to go away.... By 1992, it s going to be an open wound."
Ohio Democratic Chairman James Ruvolo and others said that
when the investigations are all over, answers will be provided and
Ohioans will be reassured of Glenn's integrity, which most have
never questioned.
Other Democrats, asking not to be named, said the investigations
are crucial and one said if the committee "finds them guilty of anything, sure, that will hurt."

YOUNGSTOWN, 0. (AP) — Research on a Warren family's 37
cats, at least a dozen of whom have feline AIDS, is part of a nationwide study which may provide clues about the human AIDS
virus, researchers said.
Henry Yoo, a Niles veterinarian, and Cornell University's Feline
Health Center in Ithaca, N.Y., are trying to determine how the
disease is spreading among cats owned by Carol Simpson and her
brother, Terry.
Feline immunodeficiency virus, known as FIV or feline AIDS, is
passed from cat to cat and cannot be transmitted to humans, said
Margaret Barr, a Cornell graduate research assistant.
Because the two diseases affect the immune system, "it is very
likely that some of our research would be applicable to human AIDS
and vice versa," she told 77ie (Youngstown) Vindicator.
Cornell's study began soon after feline AIDS was first identified in
1987. Feline AIDS is believed to be transmitted through cat bites.
Other means by which feline AIDS may be transmitted are
unclear, but it is estimated that the disease could afflict as many as 3
percent of the estimated 57 million cats in America, Barr said.
The life expectancy of feline AIDS victims is uncertain.
The Simpsons' cats and hundreds of others in the Cornell study are
being tested for two other often-fatal transmittable diseases that
seem to be related to feline AIDS. Those diseases are feline leukemia and feline infectious peritonitis or FIP, which is a swelling of the
abdominal and pelvic cavity.

Baseball legend oversees eatery
MILWAUKEE (AP) — Hank Aaron has returned to the city where
he hit many of his record 755 home runs, to run a chain of fast-food
restaurants.
Aaron has opened three Arby's roast beef restaurants over the last
year and is contracted to open 12 more around Milwaukee by 1991.
The Hall of Fame slugger said he chose to do business in Milwaukee because of low property costs and his attachment to the city
where he spent 12 years as a professional baseball player.
Aaron played for the Milwaukee Braves from 1954 to 1965 and for
the Milwaukee Brewers in 1975 and 1976. In between, he played with
the Atlanta Braves and in 1974 surpassed Babe Ruth's career mark
of 714 home runs.
"No matter how many places I go, Milwaukee always seems to be
a part of me," Aaron said recently. "The people have always been
very kind to me and I'll always remember that."
Aaron visits Milwaukee about four times a year, but spends most
of his time in Atlanta where he is vice president of player development for the Braves.
Aaron is a spokesman for Arby's corporate charity, the Big Brothers-Big Sisters program and has helped to raise $5 million during the
last four years, said Norma Stanley, an Arby's spokeswoman in Atlanta.

Actress maintains private views
NEW YORK (AP) — As the child of the outspoken Vanessa Redgrave, Natasha Richardson found the easiest thing was to keep her
opinions to herself, steering clear of the controversy that surrounded
her mother.
But with an increasing profile of her own that may have to change,
the 26-year-old actress says in the December issue of Mademoiselle.
Her roles in "Fat Man and Little Boy," which deals with the making of the atomic bomb, and in "The Handmaid's Tale," about a
make-believe society that executes women who have abortions,
have forced Richardson to speak out.
"I'm not a feminist in any way at all, at all. But the abortion issue
is different. When men say that women shouldn't be allowed to
choose. ... It just makes my blood boil," said the actress, whose
father is director-Tony Richardson.

Time Is Running Out
Walk-ins accepted
9 a.m.-noon;l-3 p.m.

Last day
for senior
portraits
Appointments are tilling last.
Dent he ten out!!
Walk-ins accepted
9 a.m.-noon; 1-3 p.m.

Call The KEY at 372-8086 or stop by our office at 28 West Hall.
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leers seek momentum Winning records, bowl
Visiting LSSU provides tough test for Falcons
invite on line Saturday
(2.51,.901).
The identically low GAA's can be attributed to
the def ensemen in front of the goal, York said.
"Defense is probably their strength," he said.
"(Dan) Keczmer, (Mark) Astley, (Kord) Cernich
and (Karl) Johnston are probably the best corps in
the nation.
"It will be a hard-fought defensive stugele, for
the most part, a man-to-man, tough defensive
weekend."

by Mike Drabenstott
sports writer

Hockey coach Jerry York has many reasons to
be concerned.
For one, his Falcon icers enter the weekend series against Lake Superior in sixth place in the
Central Collegiate Hockey Asso-,
ciation with a 3-&Q league re-|
cord, 4-6-0 overall.
BG also has lost three of itsl
last four contests, including last]
ugan
weekend's sweep by Michif
State.
In addition, the Falcon penalty
killers are performing at a dismal 57.1 percent clip (18 goals in
42 attempts) in league playvY-r,
worst in the league.
As if those concerns were not enough, the Lakers
enter the weekend ranked first or second in the
national polls and carry a number two CCHA spot
with a 7-1-0 mark, 9-1-0 overall.

LSSU is led up front by junior center Jim Dowd,
who is seventh in CCHA league play with three
Soals, 13 assists for 16 points. Junior right wing
eff Napierala has been lighting the lamp of late,
with seven goals in his last tour games, six of them
during the man-advantage.
Meanwhile, the Falcons are looking to recover
from last Saturday's overtime loss to the Spartans.
York said Paul Connell will get the nod Friday
night and Saturday's starter will be announced in
the team meeting before Saturday's contest.

"Paul is a good goaltender who has played a lot
of good games for us and we aren't going to give up
One of the reasons underlying LSSU's early- on him, said York.
season dominance has been defense. The Lakers
The BG mentor has split time this season beboast the two top goaltenders in the CCHA — soph- tween Connell and freshman Angelo Libertucci,
omore Brandon Reed (2.53 goal against average, with Connell starting the last three Friday nights
.901 save percent) and freshman Da IT in Madeley and Libertucci spelling him Saturday.

by Andy Woodard
sports writer

Tulsa and Bowling Green both
sport 5-5 records going into Saturday's regular-season finale at
Tulsa, Okla., but the 3 p.m.
contest will decide more than
which team finishes with a winning mark.
A victory by Bowling Green
would give it its first winning
season under fourth-year head
coach Moe Ankney. The stakes
are somewhat higher for Tulsa,
though.
Tulsa, part of the four-team
Independence Bowl Football Association, is in the running,
along with Southern Mississippi
(4-5), for a spot in the Independence Bowl at Shreveport, La., on
Dec. 16.
If Tulsa defeats the Falcons, it
more than likely will play in the
Independence Bowl. With the
victory, the only way Tulsa

Campus
Pollyeyes

"A Gathering Place"

352-9638 or 354-0056

UNIV€RSITV BOOKSTOR6
will be closed Wednesday,
November 22,1989

ASK ABOUT OUR MULTI-PURPOSE ROOM
"THE CELLER"
PERFECT FOR: • Business Meetings
• Fratemlty/Soronty Functions
Class Gatherings
440 E. Court

Come See Our Newly
Remodeled Store

Aon Aon Aon Aon Aon

Coupon
Specials

AOII

Aon

would not go to the Independence Bowl is if Southern Mississippi wins at No. 4 Alabama on
Saturday and then at East Carolina the following Saturday.
If both teams finish 5-6,
though, the Independence Bowl
willdeny both teams a spot.
"It'd be better for us if they
feel secure about their bowl
game," Ankney said at his weekly press conference on Tuesday. "If you tell them they have
to beat Bowling Green to go,
that's like adding fuel to the fire.
"It's good for us that they
might be going to a bowl game.
We ve gotta chance to beat them
and give prestige to Bowling
Green ana the Mid-American
Conference."
On paper, the Falcons could
have a difficult time. The Hurricanes defeated Oklahoma State
and Louisville this year and narrowly lost to Iowa and No. 12 Arkansas.
"I don't want to build them
up," Ankney said. "I want to
snow our team that we can play
with them. They're the favorite,
but if we play well and get some
breaks, we can beat them.
"They're not out of our class
at all."
Tulsa is averaging 23 points

Make
a
FRESHSTART

TONIGHTS THE NIGHT

FREE

SO L€T'S PAINT TH€ TOWN R€D

Smoking Cessation

per contest and utilizes the passing game more than the running
game. That could be beneficial
for the Falcons, who have been
better a stopping the pass than
the run this year.
Quarterback T.J. Rubley and
split end Dan Bitson, both juniors, have already re-written the
Tulsa offensive record book.
Rubley has 19 touchdowns and
nearly 2,000 yards this year,
while Bitson, a pre-season All
American, has 63 catches for
more than 1,200 yards and 12
touchdowns.
Defensively, the Hurricane
have been vulnerable against
the pass, yielding 213 yards
passing.
For the Falcons, quarterback
Rich Dackin is the MAC'S leading passer, while Reggie Thornton, Ron Heard and Kyle Hockman are three of the conference's top four receivers.
"They have some good personnel, probably the best we've 1
seen all year/' Ankney said.
"Winning this game is important. Beating Tulsa is the difference between 6-5 and 5-6."
And possibly a bowl berth for
Tulsa.
Falcon Notes: Nose guards
Mark Ross (ankle) and Jeff Rottinghaus (knee) are out for Saturday's game. Steve Ross will
start at that position ... Tailback
LeRoy Smith (hand) and linebacker Duane Crenshaw (concussion ) are probable.

BASEBALL CARD
SHOW
Sunday. November 19
10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.

GRAB VOUR DRT6S

Program Begins
Nov. 27/28

AND DON'T B€ LRT€

Holiday Inn
E. Wooster St. BG

W€'ll M€€T RT TH6 UNION RT
11:00 A.M. 'till close

Great Christmas Gilts
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2 Pieces ot Chicken,
Mashed Potatoes & Gravy,
1 Buttermilk Biscuit

$1.99
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| j£j VS. TULSA I
Join Matt Mason and Karl France for all
the play by play only on 88.1 WBGU.
SUPPORT FALCON FOOTBALL!

vs
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LSSU

Join Joel Yashinsky and Todd Goldberg
for all the play by play. Both games start
7:25 pm on 88.1 FM WBGU.
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"Use Our Convenient Drive Thru"

Kentucky Fried Chicken
we Have 1020 N. Main, 352-2061
Available!

TUNE TO 88.1 FM WBGU F03 FALCON HOCKEY.
Friday and SaturdayLake Superior Skates To Town.
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, Drive Thru Hours: Sun.-Thurs

Call 1-358-5449
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Fresh-Baked Buttermilk Biscuits Made From Scratch

HOt SOUPS

For more information

BGN

FALCON FOOTBALL LIVE FROM TULSA,

2 Pieces of Chicken,
Mashed Potatoes & Gravy,
1 Buttermilk Biscuit

CALL THE
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AT 372- 8302
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Fri. & Sat. 11 a.m. - 10 p.m.
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The Bowling Green
women's swim team will look
to extend its winning streak
this weekend as they travel to
Gambier, Ohio, for a dual
meet against Kenyon on Friday.
The streak is currently at
three, but the Falcons will
face some stiff competition
from Kenyon, which has won
six-straight NCAA titles in
Divisionm.
"They are a strong team
and will give us some good
competition," head coach
Brian Gordon said.
The women will return
home to Cooper Pool Saturday for a dual meet with
Cleveland State at 2 p.m.
According to Gordon, BG
intends to alter the line-up for
the meet against CSU.

J:

Spikers get back to action

Swim teams set
for pair of meets
by Kim Long
sports writer

Novtmbtr 17,19»Q

Savage Hall.
BG head coach Denise Van De
Walle is anticipating a UT payback.
"We are going into the match
to get a win," the coach said.
"We have two matches left and
were going to play our best volleyball so we can hopefully go
into the (MAC) tournament with
a 20-9 record."
Currently, the Falcons stand
at 18-9 overall and 8-0 in the conference. The Rockets finished
their MAC season with a 2-*
ledger and 12-17 overall. UT's
only conference victories came
at the expense of Ohio and Kent.

by Matt Schroder
sports writer

It's back to business for the
volleyball team.
After winning the first MidAmerican Conference championship in the history of BG volleyball, the celebration is over
and it's time to tune up for the
post-season tournament.
The Falcons will host Toledo
tonight at 7. The Rockets have a
chance to gain revenge on BG
after they were swept by the
eventual conference champs
earlier in the season at John F.

"We're going to make a few
changes and put different
people in different events so
they don't get stale," he said.
Tne under-manned men's
team will also swim against
Kenyon on Friday. This is always a tough meet, as the
Kenyon men have won
10-straight Division III NCAA
titles.
"If they (Kenyon) were
Division I they would be in the
top 20," Gordon said."They
are a very strong team."

Van De Walle says tonight's
match is a major plus for the
team because if will keep them
Elaying right through until the
tunament.
"It's great to have the opportunity to continue to play, she
said. "We should have an advantage over someone like Eastern
Michigan, because they're done
until next week."
The seniors on this year's
team have provided tremendous
leadership and Van De Walle
said she is pleased with how they
have responded this week in
practice.
"I have not noticed any com-

BSU favorite to win MAC

Gordon said he also plans to
make some line-up changes
for the men. This is the men's
final opportunity to swim a
dual meet before the Pittsburgh Invitational at the end
of November.
"Hopefully, we will get
some good racing habits and
techniques established," he
said. "I'm looking for continuous improvement."

The Ball State Cardinals aren't going to do any
sneaking up on anybody this season.
Before the 1988-89 campaign, the Mid-American
Conference News Media Association selected the
Cardinals to finish third in conference play.
All BSU proceeded to do is win the MAC regularseason and tournament championships, and progress to the second-round of the NCAA tourney.
At yesterday's 1989-90 MAC men's press preview, the Cardinals, as expected, were chosen to
win the conference this season — receiving 63 of

the 67 possible first-place votes.
The four remaining first-place votes went to
Eastern Michigan (3) and Bowling Green (1). The
Falcons are looked upon to be one of the more improved teams in the conference this season.
Following the Cardinals' 666 points was Eastern
Michigan's 553. Kent State (532), BG (476), Toledo
(365), Miami (308), Central Michigan (305), Ohio
(219), and Western Michigan (194) rounded out the
voting.

placency on this team. The
seniors are very determined and
they are setting a very good example this week. The whole
team wants to keep winning,"'
the coach said.
Following the match against
the Rockets tonight, BG will
travel to South Bend, Ind., to
challenge Notre Dame on
November 21.
"I think we've come back to
reality," Van De Walle said.
"We realize this (winning the
conference) is just the first step.
We still need to do some fine
tuning and improve our blocking
and our overall defense."

leer ticket
plan final
The Bowling Green ticket office has announced that it is now
a permanent policy that if the
student ticket allotment is not
sold out. students can still pick
up their hockey tickets at the Ice
Arena ticket office on the night
of the game.
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CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS

Typing
S1 36 per page
364-0371

ATTENTION HISTORY MAJORS
Happy Hours at Mark's Puaa
Monday - 6:00 p m

TYPING SERVICES for all types ol papers
Reasonable rates with accuracy
Call 352-3987 from 8 a m to 9 p m

• ATTENTION JUNIORS AND SENIORS ■
OMICRON DELTA KAPPA, a national leader
ship honor society, is now accepting appl.ca
tions for membership Applications can be
found In 405 Student Services, and the dead
line ia NOT 17

CONCERT
FALL CONCERT BAND
AND WIND ENSEMBLE
FRI NOV 1 7 8PM
KOBACKER-FREE

Community Share
Friday, Ocl 27. Nov 10. Dec 1
8:30 n UCF CENTER(Comer of TnursOn and
Ridge)
Comedy. Music. Poetry. Discussions. Philosophy. Video's. Slides. Movement Come and
share whatever you wish or come to be entertained Sponsors GSS and BUI Thompson

Every Friday at Noon. ALL GRADUATE STUDENTS Soup and Sandwich Lunch, Donation.
UCF CENTERComer of Thurstin and Ridge.
This Friday Dr Stuart Keeley. Psychology.w ■
diecues "Why do we spend so much time trying
to Amuse Ourselves?''
FALCON FOOTBALL ON 88.1FM WBQU
SATURDAY THE FALCONS TRAVEL TO
TULSA FOR THEIR FINAL GAME
KICKOFF IS AT 2PM ON 88.1 FM WBQU
FALCON HOCKEY ON 00.1 WBQU
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY vs LAKE SUPERIOR
BOTH GAMES BEGIN AT 7 25PM
CATCH ALL THE ACTION ON 88.1 FM WBQU
HAVE YOU PICKED UP YOUR '89 KEY?
The yearbooks are In and can be picked up In
28 West Had with your Student ID
JOIN THE FUN'
AT THE NEXT MEETING OF
THE STUDENT COUNCIL
FOR EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN
SUNDAY. NOV 19. 1980
8PM IN 408 ED BUILDING
National Education Week
NOT 13-17
0 S E A Fundrarsmg Items on Sale
1 St floor Education Bldg
10 30-1 30

So grab your oldest levt's
And your fsvonte foot stompm guy
Be at the chapel at 7 00 PM
To find out who and why1
ALPHA CHI DATE DASH
SHOTGUN WEOOIN'
NOV 16,1080 7:00 PM PROUT CHAPEL
MOONSHINE PROHIBITED
RECEPTION TO FOLLOW

PERSONALS

AMA
Formal Meeting
Ms Dance Lamb
IDS Financial Services, Toledo
Monday, November 20, ISM
220IMSC 7:30 PM

Don't want to pay S11 to see one comedian?
Wet-come to DRY DOCK this Saturday and see
three for tree Dry Dock wil be hosting comedians from the Toledo Company Club So bring
your fnends-the laughs are on us Open from
0PM-1 AM. Located in Harshman basement No
cover-No ID
DRY DOCK '• COMEDY NIOHI

••••AXO'S""
They're going to the chapel
I just wonder who It could be?
Two unfortunate Alpha Chi'e
And their possible husbands to be?!

•••ALPHA XI DELTA'"
SONDRA SCHMIDTI'm so happy to be your Bttrsl* You are the very
best big ever'
Love-UI Leigh Arm

Women For Women Presents SPECTRUM
Friday. Nov 17.8:00-8.00 PM
Alumni Room In the Union.
A wonderful group of talented women from this
neck of the woods who sing songs about
women and peace. Bring at least one friend tor
a concert of enjoyable, inspirational and empowering music I
Free Concert and Open to ALL

ALPHA CHI SHOTGUN WEDDIN
DATE DASH
SATURDAY, NOV 11. 7:00 PM
PROUT CHAPEL
RECEPTION TO FOLLOW
MOONSHINE PROHIBITED

SLAMMERS HAPPY HOURS
BO'S FINEST
FRIDAY 8 SATURDAY 5-9 PM at SLAMMERS
COME MEET YOUR FRIENDS

t Are you a graduating Senior with a 3.5 and
a member of Alpha Lambda Delta Freshman
Honor Society? If you are considering gradu*
ate school for the 1000-91 academic year and
need scholarship assistance, plesse contact
372*2467 for Information regarding available
fellowihlop money. Apply today ■ applications due on |anuary 15,1000.
• ALPHA XI DELTA • ALPHA XI DELTA •
BIO AMY
I'm so glad that you're my big'
YOU ARE THE BEST I
I LOVE MY MI
Love. Your little from Hel

•••KKG"-KKQ"-KKG*"KKG
The sisters of Kappa Kappa Gemma would like
to congratulate Lynne Dressel on her engagement to Jim Evans'
H'a About lime!
Love. Your Kappa Slaters

-PHIMU' PHIMU - PHIMU'
•PHIMU"
DON'T MISS THE ANNUAL
PHI MU PANCAKE BREAKFASTII
WHERE?-St Thomaa Moore
WHEN?—Sunday. November 18
10:302 30 PM
HOW MUCH7-S2 001 ALL YOU CAN EAT!)
•WE SUPPORT PROJECT H OPE. It
•PHIMUNED I'm sure the Couch Potato Raffle wi be
the answered. Sponsored by ORIENTATION
BOARD We Care'
1980 Citation HB 4 cyl stick shift. AC. cruise.
Peslollei 353219Batter9PM

• PHI MO " PHI MU • PHI MU-

"ALPHA XI"
BIQ RAM
I'm so glad you're Imalry mne! You are the best
big ever I'm so excited to be part of Xi best tarnfy llovemyblgl
XI love. L.I Amy

• ALPHA SIG AFRICAN SAFARI •

'PHI MU ' PHI MU ' PHI MUDATE DASH LAUNDRY BASH

-"LIFEGUARD STAFF-"
Saturday evening
WU be a night for pleasing
instead ol in the chair
We'I be jarnmln' over there.
Al Wage Green
Well furl* our oldest dream.
Some diving we'l do
Into a pool of brew
So come Saturday at nine
And we'l end ttna stupid rhyme'
•••SCOTT FARREN"'
Happy 20th EVhtday'
I Love Ya.
Honey,
Jock

"PHIMU PHIMU"
Tonight Is a special night planned for
you...from allot us!
Phi Mu love from the
Phis
•'Sneek 80'Sneak SO"*

•PHIMU -PHIMU • PHIMU-

"-KKG---KKG---KKG"The slaters of Kappa Kappa Gamma would like
to congratulate Sue Ramseth on her peering to
Nick Jones
Love your Kappa sisters
"-KKG---KKG---KKG---

• ALPHA XI DELTA • ALPHA XI DELTA •
"•XI BEST FAMILY-"
KATHY-DEBORAHAMY
I'm so payched to be a part of XI BEST FAMILY'
I love you guys'Love, Lisa

OATE DASH LAUNDRY BASH

Ann Brogan congratulations on being elected
vice president of Rush lor Panhetenic Council!
We are very proud of you!
■Love Your Dee Gee Slaters
Anne with an "E"
Frame this--your own souveneir copy of "The
Nation's Beat College Newspaperi" You're finally here! I've missed you Have fun tonight. Dave
latheMng
Alpha Sigma PhFNever Nervous

Alpha Gamma Delta loves their pledge class!
You guys are awesome'
Alpha Phi - Alpha Phi ■ Alpha Phi
Big- Andrea Beaudoin
Congratulations on being elected Vicepresident of membership Development lor
Panhetenic Council'M'm so proud ol you and
very fortunate to have you aa my BlgllKeep on
Shining Alray little love. Chdatme
Alpha Phi Alpha Phi - Alpha Phi
Alpha Phi Seniors are payched tor sneak' We
love our pledges'
Alpha Phi Seniors would like to thsnk the PI
Kspps for our kissing carnations last Monday.

AOTT • AOTT ■ AOTT • AOTT
•Ashely MatthewsCongrstulations on being selected Panhetenic
Treesurer
Alpha love-The Sisters of AOTT
AOTT • AOTT ■ AOTT ■ AOTT
AOTT • HEIDI LEICHTAMER ■ AOTT
Great rob on being selected aa member of me
BQSU Athletic Board!
AOTT PAM GIOVANNETTI AOTT
Thanks lor everything Glol You're an AWE*
SOME Big! Looking forward to our next trip to*
The Greenery and to your favorite hangout
Love-Your U-Krlsti Lew
AOTT TRACY AOTT
Happy B-day!
Love.
Elmer. BJ. Magoo

• PHIMU • PHIMU • PHIMUOATE DASH LAUNDRY BASH

2 Roomates needed for Spring Sam
150 00 a month Rent plus electric
dose to campus csl 354-5139
2t Huey 21
Happy b-day'my best buddy'
May tonight B PURE HELL
XXOO. Schmrtty
P S Mess with tne Bull/U get the Horns!

ALPHA XI Big Sh.111 Sanderson ALPHA XI
My big Is the best In the land.
She a one who afwsys understands
I'm so happy that we're a pair,
I hope you know It always care
I can't watt for al the fun
Your Mo loves you s ton"
Love. Your LiMe Juke
Alpha XI BIG SHAWNIE Alpha Xi
I'm so excited to be your Mile and In the family!
We are going lo have one fantastic year.
Alpha Xi Love Your bl Jennller Alpha Xi
Alpha XI Delta Pledge Clan
Thank you for making my job so rewarding. You
guys are XI BESTIII love you so much-my 42
babies'
Love. Connne

AOTT/KAPPA SIGS-Congratulatlone"AOTT/KAPPASKJS
1 at place on Alcohol Awareness Week
Banner Contest-Way to Go!

ATTENTION TOUR GUIDES
Preview Day 2 is Ssturday. Dec 2nd
You muet attend one of the fotowlng mtgs
Tuesday. November 28 S:30-7prn
Wednesday. November 20 4-5:30pm
Thursday. November 10 23:30pm
At Meetings In the McFat AtternbtyRoom

AUDITIONS
Mela and female singers and denoers
Miss BQSU Production
Mon.No>20
Dancer.-9:00 PM
Slngers-945 PM
t06N.Eppler
Please bring music on tape

ALPHA XI DELTA ■ MICHELLE MINOOUE
Hey there big-You are the best
A step above at the rest
Friends forever wit be
I'm so proud to be in your family "
I love you big' Love your La" Use

Big Lisa.
You're the beat big anyone could ask lor Were
so excited to be apart of your family!
XI love,
La-HotyauiLaurl
P S We love our great grarrdbkj too!

AMY DUNAWAY
You say It's your birthday
Wet. Happy 20 to you
Rachel, you won't forget N...
Whatever you do'
HAPPY BIRTHOAYII
Love ye. Trish (Spencer)

continued on p. 12

Enioy Good Living in '89 with
ADOPTION
Loving Financlaly Secure white Couple hoping
to share our love with an xvtant completely legal
and confidential Plesse cat 513-4298907
Cotect anytime

"ALPHA XI DELTA"
BIO BOBBY
You are the best big evert We are so glad to be
yourtwinal
Love ya, Ufa Jenni & Con

ADOPTION Hepp-fy married couple of 14 yra
We promise your chad s loving home 8 financial
security Devoted stay at home Mom. caring
Dad 8 one big sister All medical 8 legal exI paid. Can cotect (419) 822-9288

• ALPHA SIG AFRICAN SAFARI ■
• ALPHA SIG AFRICAN SAFARI ■

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.
Phone 352-9378

835 High St Rental Office
LocatttJ at Ctwtrywooa Healtn Sot
9 00 4 30

9*12 month Leases Available
PIEDMONT APTS.
BIACHWOOD PLACE 050 SIXTH ST
PARTY ROOM FOR RENT

*M

*M

*M

*M

$M

*M

Sun. Nov. 19th

Loat. One Macintosh disk (blue) with the word
-Metz" on It 354-2428 $20 Reward

*M

*M

*M

*M

(?JJ

LOST & FOUND

*M

*M

*M

*M
AM >e»-lenh> oif have m*nbi*r*B pnvtaoet
Compfc-te <ac*h»a lor men and women
• Hydro • Spa Whirlpool
•
• Metro Sauna
•
e Compttita Eaetclte Equipment
e

$2.00 A Ticket

Pancake Breakfast

A TO Z DATA CENTER ■ 352-5042
Complete Packaging Needs. UPS. Federal Express. Typing. Resumes. FAX. Copies

lo Che-rywood Hopim Spa
Indoor Heaiad Pool
New W«.ghi Equipment
Tanning loolh A.«"ieb4«

Nov 27.29 a Dec 4,8 2-4pm
Nov 28.301 Dec 5 7 38pm
Cal the WELL 372 8303

ItlfltlflfH

BG forNews
editor
spring semester

Benefits Go to $ Project H.O.P.E.
Located at St. Thomas Moore Church

Be we" on your way to a
FRESH START
Stop Smoking Seminar

FncMy

Applications for

ALL YOU CAN EAT

Abortion. Morning After Treatment
Proud to be Pro-Choice
Center for Choice II
Toledo. OH 255-7789

Monday

r^r-|MKJ not* 10 *>M cwpwg
€ ai>« Uvgo CeMtW attfn Cap— 1
G-» towi and coo»mg
laundry •>•*• * ••<« BU-DW-Q
Paw mm gr*» evMtM
SOUTYO cor-oaionao •*

aajajaar-*" — —— —— — — — — — — —-

SERVICES OFFERED

Need a caring response
to your pregnancy concerns?
Call BG PREGNANCY CENTER
at 354 HOPE
For Into on FREE PREGNANCY TESTS
and supportive services

•LAMBDA CHI • LAMBDA CHI ■ LAMBDA
CHIVolleyball Team
Hey guys! Gel psyched for a great turnout with
coaches Hke us and guys like you. how can we
lose
Love your DZ Coaches.
Juke. Nancy, and MKhele
DZ • DZ • DZ • DZ • OZ

•OSEA SERVICE COMMITTEEThank you Lisa Ferrante. Ann Kroger, Kim
Smlseck, Com French, Christy Bsren, Stephanie Jones, Shelly Wrtlh, Beth Ann Higitrom, Mary Smith. Lias Thum. and a special
thanks to Deb Darnell lor an of your work on the
community HaSoween party'
Love. Michele

•"KATHYBAM8ERY"*
Happy BlrthdaylYou finally made the
Big 181
Wanna go to Uptown??
Look forward to Sunday??
Love yat Trina 6 Catherine

• PHIMU • PHIMU • PHIMU•
PSI CHI Fall Initiation Banquet
Sunday. December 3. 1989 2:00 PM
At the Holiday Inn Students S guosts welcome

AGO AGO AGO AGD AGO
Congratulations to Amy Vorta for being elected
Panhetenic President We're all so proud ol
you!
Love. Your AGD Sisters

■MISSBGSU- MISSBQSUNext Miss BQSU Contestant Mtg.
Thura Nov 30 7:30 PM
121 West Hall
Questions??? Cell 2-3600

"•ALPHA XI DELTA"Cnrys Buchenlc—
You are the beat Grand Big EVER"
Love-Grand Lil Leigh Ann

18 and over Dance Party
Friday & Saturday at Stammers
Under 21/S3 cover
21 and over always FREE

• ALPHA XI DELTA- ALPHA XI DELTA
Big Laurie Case
I'm so happy you re my big! You're the BEST'
I LOVE YOUI
U Julie

1990

are now being accepted

Think about it:
Blueberry Pancakes, Chocolate Chip Pancakes
etc...

Apply at 214 West Hall.

Deadline is 5 p.m. Tuesday, Nov. 22
*M

4?M

*M

*M

*M

*M

*M

*M

*M

*M

*M

*M

*M

<t>M
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MARKSPIZZAPUB
Now honoring ll
competitors coupons
362-3551

CLARK MAYS
MA
LOVESHACKER'I
CongnUulsBons lo DelU T.u DelU lor their A A
B lootbal Mm winning ALL Intramural tootbel All SPORTS'!!

MARKS PIZZA PUi
Now honoring al
competitors coupons
352-3661

CorajratuMtioria Amy Vo)tB. Christy Rittmen.
and Linda Trimmer lor being nducted mto Ordar
of Omaga1 Great |ob girkj'
Love. Your Alpha Gam Slalora
Dear Beth mother We are a co»ege educated.
happly married Caucasian couple with one son
and want to adopt a newborn Into our lankly
Legal and confidential Cal us collect |41B|
874-1447 Between lOem and 10pm
Detl Zeta ' Theta Chi
Volleyball Tournament
November 11. 1989-Rec Center

MARKS PIZZA PUI
Now honoring al
competitors coupons
362-3551
Mtta Margaret Is e natural bom psychic. She
wB tel you your peat, present and future. She
wB advise you on al problems of He Cal today
tor your appointment 337-2598
Monmouth Duo 1989
The Tradition Continues
Kappas snd Pi Phis

Dana Zela • Theu CM
VoHeybell Tournament
November IB. I 989-Rec Center

Monmouth Duo 1989
The Tradition Continues
KeppaaandPiPhls

Delta Zela ' Theu Chi
Volleyball Tournament
No.ember 11, 1989-Rec Center
Delta Zeta - TheU CM
Volleyball Tournament
November 1 (, 1989-Rec Canter
Delta Zeta - Theta Chi
Volleyball Tournament
November 1a. 1989-Rec Center

k

Dana Zela ' Theu CM
Volleyball Tournament
November IS, 1989-Rec Center

Don't want to pay Si 1 to see one comedian?
Wet-come 10 DRY DOCK this Saturday and see
three for tree Dry Dock wm be hosting comedttna from the Toledo Comedy Club So bring
your tnends-the toughs are on us Open trom B
PM-1 AM. Located In Harshman basement No
cover: no ID
DRY DOCK ' ' COMEDY NIGHT

Monmouth Duo 1989
The Tradition Continues
KeppaaandPiPhls
Murph- Alpha Sigma Ph.
It la good lo see that becoming |FC TREASURER and being accepted mio PSI cm snd
fheORDER OF OMEGA haan't changed you
You are sM s lantaatlc brother! Thenx for the
uee of your Mac snd Happy Belated 21 al Birthday!
Love-your little sister

Needed: 1 or 2 Females to sublease 2 bedroom apt. Spr Semeeter cheap rent, al uHttlee
paid, except electric Cat 353-9451.
Nov. 21st Mat day for Sewn on letttering for
Christmas gifts LAKE ERIE SPORTS
ONLY TWO WEEKS LEFT TIL MONMOUTH!
DO YOU HAVE A DATE?"??!

DZ PHI DELT DZ PHI DELTS DZ
To me best volleyball team
Get psyched for this Saturday • You guys are
greati
Love.
Your coaches Anna. Barb. & Heather
D2 PHI DELTS DZ PHI DELTS DZ

OVERLOOKING THE AFRICAN SAVANNA
AT THE TOLEDO ZOO
JUNGLE LOVE 89
PAtJT THE TOWN RED WITH AOTT
NOVEMBER 17. 1989
DATE DASH

Every Mon-Fn 8- 10 PM
WB0UU.1FM
The best in R 4 B. Rap and Dance Muse
in Northwest Ohio
POWER as

PAINT THE TOWN RED WITH AOTT
NOVEMBER 17. 1989
DATE OASH
PAINT THE TOWN RED WITH AOTT
NOVEMBER 17, 1989
DATE DASH

F.8."
Eep Op Ork Ah-Ah
Hopefully the TZ won't try to keep you Toledo
area sucks
Alpha Sigma Phi-Never Nervous
FALCON FOOTBALL ON S8.1FM WBGU
SATURDAY THE FALCONS TRAVEL TO
TULSA FOR THEIR FINAL GAME
KICKOFF IS AT 2PM ON 11.1 FM WBOU
FALCON HOCKEY ON SS.1 FM WBOU
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY vs LAKE SUPERIOR
BOTH GAMES BEGIN AT 7 25PM
CATCH ALL THE ACTION ON SI.1 WBOU
HAPPY BIRTHDAY WISHES
To the biggest stud on campus .
TIM JONES
I know I speak lor al of the women in the
greater BG area When I say "Thanka lor me
memories "
•Yours Truly
Hey Lambda CMs:
The Alpha Delia are 'dye-frig' lor Friday
night. Pet psyched lor an aweeome teal

PHI ML! PHI tfl.
Hey Phi Mu'sGel ready lor sneak tonight" See you there!
Phi Mu love trom the Phis
PHI MU PHI MU
BigKrtstenJuet wanted to lei you know that you are end
AWESOME big' Get excited tor sneak tonlgrrl'
LoveLI'KrisU
P S How many dkikus doaa should I buy?!?!?
PHI TAU ' DEAN WARNECKE ' PHI TAU
Hope your birthday was as AWESOME as you
are" (I missed you yesterday)

PHI TAU • DZ' PHI TAU
Get psyched lor the Voleybel Tourney, guyal
PhiTauaereai!'
From your DZ coaches. MicheM. Karen, A Mary
Jane

HEY PI PHISOET EXCITED FOR RETREAT I!
WE WILL HAVE A GREAT TIMEII

PI PHI • KAPPA " PI PHI " KAPPA
MONMOUTH DUO 'IS
The Tradition Continues

HOLIDAY FRUIT BASKETS

PI PHI PLEDGES
KEEP UP THE GREAT WORKYOU'RE ALMOST THERE!
WE LOVE YOU!
THE ACTIVES

Order one lor someone special
or take one home to your parents
S14.95 6-7 lb., ol trull
J1 7.95 8-to lbs. ot fruit
Fruit Baskets trom VlnChar Products
have only the finest quarry frufta
and also come with Amiah Chocolates
And we Denver'
i
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To order Cal Pete 353-9229
Please give us at least one day notice
HUGH HENDRIX
HUGH HENDRIX
HAPPY 21ST!!!
NOVEMBER 24MI
Hey. you stil owe me a dance I
Love. Your NO Patty
Chip WhalerI'm so glad you could come for our "annrvereary " These have been the beat 5 months
evert You're the best cabbage in the world'
I love you,
Amy
Theta Chi ■ • DelU Zeta
DZ'a-Get ready tor a greet time at the voUeybaN
tournament and the tea on Saturday'
The Brothers of Theta Chi
TheU CM Happy Hours
Quarters Frl 4-8
Be there!

Pledge Ed Corrine H S Assistant Stacy LarsonYou guys are the beat! Thank you so much for
everythingi
Love the baby tuzztes!
POWER 88
YOUR ONLY ALTERNATIVE FOR SOUL RAP
AND YOUR FAVORITE DANCE MUSIC
WBOU 88 1 MON-FRI8-10PM
POWER 88
PRT • MICHELE HOLT • PUT
B.G.S.U.'a delegation to NAACUHR 89
THANKS YOU"
Thanks lor your herd work and dedication Irom
NAACUHR 89 Delegation
Andrea. Bob, Am. Karri, Joey, jotf. km, Rob.
Steve. HeM, Tim
RADIO FREE RADIO
WFAL la gonzo radio, shock radio, guts radio.
bozo radio, outlaw radio, guerae radio, and pirate radio Listen to Cable 14. 880 AM every
■nsdneeday night from 9:00 to 10:00 Cal
372-2418 and Pat McCauty. The WM men wa
play whatever you want to hear ANYTHING!
Bring your own mualc lo 31 Waal Ha" Wednesday night 9:00 to 10 00 on WFAL
RosemarleLukscavIc
Your roommatea want to know
"Are you crabby?"

Theu CM Happy Houra
Quarters Frl 4-9
Be there!

S.O.P.
Bowling Green'.
Best Happy Hour Bullet
Thuraday A Friday 4-7
1S A over - Ores! Dance Floor

■vftP.

THETA CM HAPPY HOURS
Quarters Cafe. Friday 44J
18 and over Weloome
HAppy Hours Prices lor 21 snd Over
Free Raffle with Admission

THETA CHI HAPPY HOURS
Ouertera Cale. Friday 4-9
11.nd over Weloome
Heppy Hour. PRIce. for 21 and over
Free Raffle with admission

THETA CHI HAPPY HOURS
Charter. Cafe, Friday 4-8
IS and over Weloome
He pay Hours Prtcee for 21 end Over
Free Rattle with Admission

THETA CM HAPPY HOURS
Quarter. Cale Friday ♦«
11 and over Welcome
Heppy Houra Price, tor 21 and over
Free Raffle wtth Admleaton

THETA CHI HAPPY HOURS
Quarter. Cale. Friday 4-»
19 • (Kl CW WWCOOM
Happy Hours Prices tor 21 end over
Free Name with Admission
THETA CHI/DELTA ZETA
Volleyball Tournament
Sslurdsy. November 11
THETA CHUDELTA ZETA
Volleyball Tournament
Saturday, November 11
THETA CI/DEITA ZETA
Volleyball Tournament
Saturday, November 18
TINA STAPIETON
To the only DG in Prout< How's the knee"
Thanka for everything We may have our differences but you are always here whan I need
you. Are you aura an AOTT can't rye In the DQ
house'? He. He'
PEACE. LOVE. AND BELL-BOTTOMS'
Love. KrisO Lew
TO All THE MEN OF BQKEEP IT DOWN!
See Angle. I told you I would do rt!
•Robyn
To my one and only love Banchee.
Thai weekend wB be Incredible These memonee cent wait'
Forever. Your Love Dove
To our 2 KD Turkey Dales
J. Marc L. • Bobby 0"Meyflower Madness * is Sat night
With our 2 awesome turkeys it II be out of sighl i
The Pup wll be there snirfin away.
SmeeYi Boby'a ahtrt he'e had on for three days
Of Bobby we request that he takes a shower
Before hopping aboard the KD Mayflower,
Mark has traveled from state to state
To bring the horsie lor his KO date
Now Vic & Tarn are anxious to spend an exciting
evening wtth their 2 fine man!
Love-YourKD dates

Interested In winning a free 19 Inch color TV.
anewrtng machine, or free pepai end pop from
Plaanelos?? If so stay TV

JamU Peach
You are the moat awesome guy! Thanka lor al
the greet times You re 01 Who loves you mosl
m the world?
Your#1 girlfriend
P.S Where's my smooch?
JenSaNfnoCongratulattone on getting Panhei Exec. WE
knew you'd get ill
Love your II' Tammy > Grand BMeksaa
JENIFER MCCORMrCK* • 'CRAJG PARKER
CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR RECENT ALPHA XI DELTA' 'KAPPA SIGMA PINNING!
LOVE. THE ALPHA XI S
JUNGLE LOVE '89
ALPHA SIGMA PHI
JUNGLE LOVE'89
ALPHA SIGMA PHI
JUNGLE LOVE 89
ALPHA SIGMA PHI
Kappas,
Oat excited tor Monmouth Duo! Only 14 deys
Mil
Love, The Phi Phi.
KD ' KD ' KO ' KO ' KD ' KD ' KD
Diane On-ult
Saturday a the day you turn 21
I Hope you have a very HAPPY BIRTHDAY!
Oat excited lor Meyftower Medneea.
it w*; be a bleat"
Love. LIT Amy
KD • KD ' KD • KD • KD • KD • KO
KD • KD • KD • KD
To my Llls Shells « Kristin
Grand HI DlenneA group of 4 aweeome KO'a
Is what makes up our fine family.
Let's start s tradition that 8 out ol sight
How about pizza on Sun night'?'?
Kd love A mine- Big Vic
KD'PI Kappa Phi' KD
Rick Date pertiee are beet when they're spent
with someone better than the real!
I Love You,

KOKDKDKD
BemieSimma!
Gat psyched for MAYFLOWER MADNESS'
You're an aweeome turkey'
Chuck
KDKDKOKDKD
KOKDKDKD KOKDKDKD
Over the river and thru the woode
To Mayflower Madness we'll go
The bus knows the way
To carry the turkeys
Off to Dale Party we go"
TAKE A TURKEY TO MAYFLOWER MADNESS!!

(Formerly Cssekfy' si

SIQ EP DAVE P A KEVIN M. tfO EP
Gobble Gobble Gobble!
Mayflower Madness * hare
We're taking you two. never tear!
Wei hop on the bus
You'll have fun with ua
You're our/1 turkeys of the year'
loveyourKDdatee.Shayne.ASheUa
SOME OTHER PLACE
Thursday
Otters 7-«

mover

OREAT DANCE FLOOR
(Formerly CaaaMy'a)
The Brothers of Oefla Tau DelU would axe to
congratulate Drew Ago.ll and Sondra Schmidt
on their Delta Tau Delta-Alpha XI DelU leveller-

jng
The Slaters ol Alpha Gamma Delta would Bra to
wieh everyone a safe and happy Thankagrvlngl

MS ■ MAIM • BOWLING BREEM

THE TOLEDO ZOO WSJ. NEVER BE THE
SAME!
ALPHA SKJ AFRICAN SAFARI
JUNGLE LOVE 89

KKO JENNY STRUTHERS KKQ
Happy Birthday Little'
Have an aweeome time In Columbus and stay
out ol trouble'
Loveya
Paige
Ua!
Just think. It al started In Topping's otaaa, than
came Law and al those nights studying. Now
It's Doug's claaa. what war next semester bring?
I'm glad we've gotten to be such good friends
and I means a tot to me that you're going to be
In my wedding' Thanka lor everything' When's
the next Canada trip?
Love, Lisa
Mark's Now Honors AS
Competitors Pizza Coupon.

HHM

Merk'a Now Honor. All
Competitor. Pizza Coupon a

NHRI

Merk'a New Honor. AS
Competitors Pizza Coupons
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TRAVIS
Happy 21 at Bethday!
Now you can I gel kicked out ol anywhere'
Love. Paige
UAO ' UAO ' UAO ' UAO ' UAO
X-MAS SHOPPING-FAlRLANE MALL
UAO ' UAO ' UAO ' UAO '
UAO ' UAO ' UAO ' UAO ' UAO
FAIRLANE MALL, Dearborn Ml
Sat Nov 18 10am-8pm
$7 Transportation
Sign up UAO 3rd floor Union until Fn 5 CO
UAO ' UAO ' UAO ' UAO ' UAO
UAO ' UAO ' UAO ' UAO" UAO
SHOP TIL YOU DROP
FAIRLANE MALL
UAO ' UAO ' UAO ' UAO
VOLUNTEER TOUR GUIDES
Saturday. December 2nd a Preview Day.
The Office of Admissions Is looking tor
Volunteer tour guides to gfve tours to
Propaective BGSU students Ifyouare
Intereated. come to one of our meetings.
Tuesd.y. November 28 5:30-7pm
Wadneeday, November 29 4-530pm
Thursday, November 30 2-3:30pm
Al Meetings wll be held m the Asemobty room
In McFsl center
WELCOME TO THE JUNGLE
JUNGLE LOVE '89
ALPHA SIGMA PHI
ZBT ZBT ZBT ZBT ZBT
The brothers of ZeU Beta Tau would axe to
congratulate ZBT C J Gedeon on his krvafcenng
lo Gamma Phi Beta Trace Staider.
ZBT ZBT ZBT ZBT ZBT ZBT
ZBT ZBT ZBT ZBT ZBT
The brothers of Zeta Beta Tau would Ike to
congratulete ZBT Erik Friedman on hie lavalermg lo Phi Mu Lora Marlni
ZBT ZBT ZBT ZBT ZBT
ZBT ZBT ZBT ZBT ZBT
The Brothers ol ZeU BeU Tau would Ilka to
congratulate ZBT Terry Micheltch lor his election aslFC president and ZBT Dave Cruper for
las auction as IFC membership development
chairmen Greet fob guys!
ZBT ZBT ZBT ZBT ZBT ZBT
ZEPPELIN'WHO'DOORS'STONES' RUSH
Classic Rock-Tonight n' every Friday night
10 PM 12 Midnight on SB.1 WBQU
Jam Master Sieve Htggtna
Request Line » 372-2826
Zeta Beta Tau 'Gamma Phi BeU
CJ and Trade: Congrats on your tavakaring!
You deserve the beat!
Love. Rita and Ang""

WANTED
• SUBLEASERES NEEDED' WE ARE GRADUATING '
1 bdr. apt. furmshed Close lo campus 1 or 2
persona $270 00' month ELECTRIC INCLUDEDI
Call Howl I 354-1723.
1 Female needed lo sublease furnished apt. lor
spring'90 Ront$i60/mo plus etec Please
Cal 352-4499
1 temale rooommale needed. Spring 90.
CLoae to Campus/reasonable rales. Own
Room Call 353 8118
1 Female roommate wanted to share apartment
with 3 gas. Excellent rent and good location
Ca 353-0858
1 female rmmte needed to sublease spring '90
OWN BEDROOM; furnished: no deposit, no
May rent. Forrest Apts. S190/mo and gaa and
ease . Please Cal 353-9830
1 female roommate needed to sublease an
apartment at 805 2nd Street Apt C Stop by
any day before 5 pm Smokers welcome.
1 FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED TO RENT
APT. ON E MERRY SPRING SEM ALL UTILITIES AND AIR CONO. PAID BY MGMT
S140rMONTH ■ CALL 353-9528
1 lemale roommate needed to sublease apt. tor
Spring semester Close to campue. Cal
353-3090
1 Female rmte needed lo sublease for Spr.
Sam. 89-90 J162 50lmo Drshweeher Low
baa, doaa to campue Cal 364-4273
1 male needed tor Spring Semester sublease
$100 00 mth. Rooming house, doaa to campue
cal Mike anytime O 363-3796.
1 male roommate needed to aubfoeee an
apartment in Haven House ASAP Cal
352-9198 anytime
1 mala roommate needed lor Spring semester
Vary doaa to campue. S130.00 per month. For
more Iritormalton call 364-7139 and ask tor
Carl
1 or 2 Female Roommates needed for spring.
May rent paid-No depoelt
Alutl.butelec paid cal Jut 353 8319
1 or 2 sutxaaaers needed lor spring Semester.
APertment very near campue, new carpet, own
bathroom Pleeae CaU35< 4107
Attention! 2 Female, non-smokmg roommetee
needed immedletery lor Spring Semester unlurniehed.reaaonable rent, nice lacunas, and
quiet Pleeae cal Uea or Amy soon at
353-5729 ICel after 5 00pm)
Female needed lor Spring 90 $1607mth I Greet Apartment Very doaa to campue • Cal
Shannon 353-3008
Female roommate needed for Spring '90. Good
location - Low Rant Cal 363-5847 aak tor
Lori. Sarah or Sharon.
Femeie roommate needed. Own room
S220/mo. tumlehed. al utwttee pat) Heel
Ing/AC free Close to campus cal 353-6926
Fum EH Available Immedletery
for subtoees rvywood ApU.
Cal 352-7691 or 656-2134
Qrad or Undergred 1 non-smoking male roomete needed for quMI 2 bdrm Apl in spring ■ no
security dep Cal todd 352-8481 01 4pm.
353-6260 after 4 00pm
Help1 Femeie roommate needed
Frazee apartments Two Bedrooms
two bath furrvahed. Smoking or non.
Sublease trnrnod cal 363-9864
HaTLPI I need a sutliaeti. hwty new apt AvalabtoSpringSemeeHr 1990 1 bedroom, tor2
people CM Greg 363-6239
Help' Need person to rant nice room hi houee
Have the run of the house for 160/mo Okie utsmae OM Brett or Mark 353-6672.

HELP! WE'RE GRADUATING!
Clean, tumlehed. 2 bdrm , apt . ecorsa trom
campue - needs aubleeaers lor Spring 1990.
Cal 353 9663

FOR SALE

Looking lor an apartment ctost to campus lor
90 91 School year? I'm looking lor roommates'
Cal Karen -353-9316

1981 PONTIAC GRAND PRIX U
Loaded! Exceeent condition! Clean!
$2196.00 3636877

Mala rmte . needed lor Spring of '90 Rent is
S150/mo Plus Mac. Ctoae to campue Cal
Matt 354 4548
Mele to sublease furnished epeitMlsiil vary
ctoae to campue.cal 354-8612.
Need 1 or 2 non-smoking Irmale roomstes for
a'ring 1990. Close to campue. Approx.
$145/month Plus unities Cal or leave maaeage st 353-8664
Need 3 people lo lublml furrushed Palmer
apt tor Spring ot '90 Rant S486'mo Cal or
stop by after 6PM 353 9165
NEEDED: FEMALE ROOMMATE
To share house wtth 3 gate tour houses from
campus Fal and Spring Semeeter Contact
Lynn or Keeey 353-7407
NEEDED. One Male roommate to take over rent
for Spring 90 Close to campus. Greet Living
condittone. Furnished Cal Ron, Lonnie. Or Den
1354-4540) Anytime
tor sublease on S Main next to
soft rock eveeabte dec Cal 364-6249.
One female non-smoking roommate needed to
sublease for Sping Semester. Trad, student
preferred for one half of a huge two bedroom
apl Cal 353 8467

4 Ores tor Sale -MUST SELL
exceeent cond 215775
make offer 3722608
8-5 or 364-2975
AJrUne tleketeroundtrlp Toledo-St. Loule-S4S
Thanksgiving Weekend
Day: 172-2401 Night: 354-2299 Ask tor Mary
ERen
Arphe Romeo Convertible
1873 Classic. British Racing
Green Open to otters
CM 1 385-8512
AQUARIUMS. USED
LARGE-SMALL
354-1207
CkrveMnd/BG Alumni has bunk style loft Uee
lor dorm or apt Assembled Cal Thanksgiving
Break 216 582-4558
_^__
NEED A SUIT FOR INTERVIEWING?
Mena Dark grey 2 piece auN
40 Reg . 32 wast Paid $299 00 plus tax
worn twice Musi sol make offer

8-6 372-2605 after 5
364-2975
PeneaonK VHS VCR w'remote - $170
19"CotorTV-$160
Brothers word processor- $450
KOdak SMe protector - $80

One male roommate needed
one block Irom campus
Cal 354-7823

Cal 363-6823
RmU Needed tor Spring of '90. Own room.
Rent la $200/mo Plus gas, etec A Phone
353-3950
Roommate Needed
One female roommate needed to sublease furnished apartment across the street Irom campus for Spring semester
'90 rent Is
$130 00/month plus electric WM have own
room S 2 great roommates! Please cal
354-8235 and ask for Kathleen. Laura, or Rachel
Roommated needed
354 8328 tor info.

lor

Spring

'90

Roommatea wanted starting Jan 1.
S122/mo Deposit paid Cm 353 7565

vac
Htgh-fl For sale 270w/c Kenwood PWR Amp.
3O0E pre-amprfler Stroke mixer, BSR. 260
w/c. speakers, Technics SL-P 150 CD. a retail
of $1200 - seling for $700, Cal Mark O
372-1972 Needs money as quiok ea poaaljU.
'lUWDToyot. Tercel Wsgon.
Low mileage, excellent cond.. • spd.
3S2-S343, 372-2097

Cal

FOR RENT

1989

Someone to sublease my efficiency In Downlown BG for Spring Semeeter Cal 363-9467
WANTED: 1 or 2 nonsmoking males roomstes
needed lor spring semester to share house
Close to Campus 130/month Free Unties
Can 3538122
We need 1 nonsmoking lemale roommate
reedy to move In immedwtery or spring semester S1 30/mo no unities Cal 354-8321
Wa srnoke. wa Drink. Wa Bte good mualc, and
we need 1 or 2, male or female roommatea
aaap or for Spring semester Mey rent already
paid GDI's only 363-6894

HELP WANTED
Established meow company seeks tul end parttime advertising salespeople for new entertainment publication Interns welcome. Cal Jim
2445880
Fun job with excitement Al positions available
Ful or part-time. Paid training, pizza discounts
Apply at Marco's Pizza. 303 Louisiana. Perrysburg. OH 874-1988
HAVE A SPECIAL SKILL?
WORK WELL WITH CHILDREN?
CONSIDER SUMMER CAMP!
SUPERVISORS. COUNSELORS. WATERFRONT STAFF IWSI, ALS, BOATING).
SPORTS. OFFICE MANAGER. ROPES
COURSE INSTRUCTOR. TENNIS. ARTS 8
CRAFTS. TEEN TRIP LEADERS, S PHOTOGRAPHY SPECIALIST. CALL OR WRITE FOR
APPLICATION:
JEWISH COMMUNITY CENTER OF CLEVELAND
CAMP WISE
3505 MAYFIELO ROAD
CLEVELAND HEIGHTS. OH 44118
(216) 382-4000, EXT. 267
HELP WANTED
Order taker' telephone operator
Need extra Thankagrving or x-maa SS? This is
the piece to work. Cash savings now hiring ful
or part time 9-3 mornings 4-9 evea. Earn up to
7hr Coeege and High School students wetcomo. 362-3888 Mon-Sat
hilsraetsd In ■ oanar In BaleaT
Obtain the competitive edge with valuable sales
experience from the BG NEWS We are currently accepting apphcattons tor a Toledo aree sales
repreeenunve to begin work In Spring 90
Great earning potential and flexible hours make
th» iob Ideal Pick up applcationa n 214 Weal
Hal and return by 5.00 Friday Novemebr 17.
Let Dorrartoa Pizza Help pay your way through
coeege. Come work tor ua and receive
SlOO'aemeeter put toward tuition flexible ful
and part time positions available. Apply in person and ask about deals. 1816 6. Wooater
NEED EXTRA CASH FOR THE HOLIDAYS?
Dorrxnoe Pizza is now hiring delivery drivers
$100 bonus attar 30 days or $200 bonus after
30 deys and prior delivery experience Optional
health and He Insurance banetlu Flexible ful
and part time houra avaaahle. Apply in person
and ask about detail 1616E Wooeret
Need to earn holiday money?
Work at EBSCO Telephone Service
Start now, Mam a ntarkaUbte skH and make
money Flexible, part-time (mln. 15 hra ) and ful
time hra. available Guaranteed hrty. wage ptua
daty bonus baaed on sales Year round employment Guarantee yourself a spring semester position by working now. Stop In at 113 N
Mali St (next to David's Dal) altar 4:00 p m
toreptefeabone. Inunrlewa4:16-6:16p.m

CAMPUS SHUTTLE
Free to residents of
WINTHROP TERRACE
Along with
Three great locations
Free heat & water
24 hour maintenance
Laundromat
1 S 2 bedroom apartments
1 A 2 ful baths
SPRING SEMESTER LEASES
352-9135

1 femeie needed lo lubteaae apt. for Spring
semeeter Not far from campus $162/mo. 1
bedroom, large apt Cal Pan or Bath
3548239
1 or 2 roommates needed for Spring.
Specious, affordable. CLEAN, own room
Cal James or John. 354-4026
2 bedroom unfurnished Spring Semester
Visage Green Apartments 354 3533
2 mete roomies needed Immedletery not far
Irom campus. $150-160/mo A alec. LEsve
message lor Doug ©372-4711.
A fum. efflc. apt- tor aubMase. $190/month
Al unities paid. Available In December CAJ
Zhou 372-6002 or 362-6896.
Apt. lor rent Spring Sem 4 person
2nd SI $S90/paraon cal 362-8971.
Apt For Rent $157 00 e month lor two people

eel 353-9029
Efflc Apt tor Sublease $185/month Al ut*
lee paid Avaaable m December cal ban
353 5482
Efflc. Apt. Spring '89 M rmte. needed, extremely dose to campus $1 58/mo A etec. A
phone Cal 354-2390
For Sublease one bedroom ol two bedroom
apt., for one or two people. No deposit $776
for semester, cal 352-0850, ask for FM or
Dan. One Block from campus behind Hardbodkwgym.
HELP! We need lo sublease 2 bedroom 2 tul
bath completely furnished large apartment tor
Spring 90 Need atleeet 3 people, wll hokje 6
comfortably Great neighbor. CM 353-43811
HELP!
HOMELESS??
New specious downtown apt. aval. For spring
90 Consists ol 3bed , 2 ful bath, Dishwasher
Good for 4-5 peoples cal 354 4488 Anytime.
Larg. affordable S baoVoaaa. houee to eubUesetor Spring Semester, This epactoue
houee include, very Urge kitchen, f Ifl
bathe, patio, convenient parking. Electric,
water A aewer paid! Located very close to
campue on E. Court St. Malea preferred. Call
1S4-287S.
Lg 2 bdrm. Apt. on 7th St.
Avail lor Spring Sem Cal 352-7245
Lg Fum 2 bdrm apt on 8th St avaaable for
Spring Sem VERY MCE: new carpet and furniture eel 353-4783
Mele rmte needed • Spring Semeeter
eiOSecondSI
Cal 364-7224
Married or graduate atudents Apt renleie aval
for Spring '89. Jamee Apts. comer ol Manvttx* I
Scott Hamilton Pleeae eel 287-3898.

Office Cleenlng-eveninge
pert flme help over the
holWeyaforKrKKBrbocker
building services etart
immedatery 362-6822

Nearly new large 2 bdrm. 1 1/2 bathe, unlum
apt Stove, refrig A dishwasher Included. Avalable now starting at $400/month
Cat John Newlove Reel Eetate 354-2260

OVERSEAS JOBS $900-2000 mo Summer
Yr. Round. Al countries. Al Baku. Free Into
Writo UC. PO BOX 52-OH03
Corona Del Mar CA 92625

Need 1 or 2 Femeies non-smoking female rocmates for Spring 1990. Close to Campue. approx. $1467month plus ubktlss. Cal or leeve
mssssg. at 353-8864

Positions available for cocktail servers, waiters,
waitresses, and kitchen personnel Apply at Ol
Chts166eS Reynolds Rd , or cal 893-7017
between 2-4pm.

Non Smoking Graduele student lo Shore spadoua 3BR apt. only $180.00 par month CM
Dave 352-8854

RESORT HOTELS. CRUISIINES. AIRUNES. A
AMUSEMENT PARKS. NOW accepting applcationa for summer fobs end career poeittone
For more kilormahon and an eppecation. write
National Coeegjete Recreation Service; PO Box
8074. HHon Heed SC 29938
Work 15 houra per weekend. Our company la
iniang employees to perform unakBed Ight
produr-lon work Current openings tor a new
week, id shift 7 1/2 houra on Saturday and 7
1/2 houra on Sunday Plant location le only 2
block, from BGSU campue The rate of wage w
S3 35 per hour. If Interested In tret weekend
ahrft. or I you can work at leeat 16 houra Monday thru Friday, cal the omca at 354-2644 or
pick up an aprjlcaflon at Advanced SpecUly
Products, he 428 Ctough Street, Bowing
Green. Or*)

Nonsmoking female to lubleaae tor spring semeeter In Campue Manor. Pleeae cal
364-8811 ASAP
Wanted one male, nonsmoking roommate for
Spring Semeeter. Cal tor Joe anytime
354 2997
Wanted one male to lubleaae Spring 1990
Campue Manor Pay only electric and phone
$785 00 per semester
Cal 353-8444
Wkithrop Terrace Apartments are now taking
appacatlona tor Spring and FM 90 leeaee 1 I
2 bedroom apartments available Three great
tocaoona. heel included, memtenence. laundry,
ale Cal 362-9136 or come to 400 Napoleon
Rd
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from the Street
Do you think there is too much sex on television and in advertising?
Pliolo iHuitration by Gret Horvath

Mark Postelman, junior secondary education major from Hamler, Ohio: "Yes
there probably is. If someone has a good
enough product they should'nt have to
resort to sex to sell it."

Kay Wittek, freshman biology major
from Hartville. Ohio: "I'd have to say
yes, but I really don't think that there is
anything wrong with it

Cory Young, sophomore communications major from Cleveland: "Personally, I think women are exposed more
than men, so I find that offensive when
it's explicit."

Jim Myten, freshman accounting major
from Cleveland: "/ don't think it's too
over emphasized, but I think they do put
an emphasis on sex to appeal to a
broader group of people."

9

*The only thing! felt was violated
by Melissa Puccetli
"The weight of his body was suffocating... 1 couldn't breathe. The smell
of alcohol on his breath was so strong,
I felt nauseated. It was my fault, I
thought to myself. I kept thinking how
I led him on. My body was saying 'yes'
to him as I was mumbling 'no,' because I didn 't want to seem easy.
"When I finally decided I didn't
want this to go any further, it was too
late. He wasn 't listening to what I was
saying anymore — physically or verbally. I started to push him off, but I
wasn't strong enough. He forced it in
even as I was pushing him away. When
it was over, the only thing I felt was
violated."
This is an actual account of a University student's experience.
Sandee Standriff, coordinator for
the new Victim's Advocacy Program
which assists victims of sexual assault,

said, "Many times the wrong assumption is made by both males and females
in thinking that because they have gotten so 'far' sexually with a person, that
gives them the freedom to do other
things.
"If any person makes a gesture that
he or she is not comfortable in a situation, any advancement against that is a
sexual violation," she said.
Lack of straightforward communication is a major factor in violations
that occur between acquainiences. "If
someone is sending you mixed signals,
call them on it," Standriff said. "Tell
them you are confused. If you're verbal, there will be no questions."
Coercion is another violation. "Being pressured to do something is not
consent. Many times alcohol or drugs
are used to coerce another into having
sex," she said. "In acquaintence rape,
the perpetrator will only use as much
force as necessary to obtain his goal."

Knowing how you want to react in a
situation will forego difficult decisions
made later when in a compromising
position.
"Knowing your sexual policies and
knowing your sexual boundaries will
eliminate having to question yourself
on how far you will go with someone
when the time comes. Well-defined
boundaries are easier to follow and
discuss with another person," Shelly
Travis, a graduate assistant in psychology, said.
"Date rape hinges on females —
feeling that they can't say 'yes' when
they do want to have sex," she said.
"They say 'no' so they don't appear
easy. This puts the males in a difficult
position because it is based on a guessing game.
"Many times students put themselves into positions that get out of
hand. They find themselves saying, 'It
just happened,' as if they had no control. They can make better decisions if
they realize there is the potential to

have sex, "she saia.
The University has distributed a
booklet entitled "Sexual Violations:
Know the Signs" written by Craig
Vickio, Elizabeth Yarris, Nancy Breen
and Kimberly Chin.
According to the booklet, sexual violations can be implied, verbal or physical; anything from threatening statements, physical restraint or ignoring
protests are violations.
Authors of the booklet stress examining your own values and attitudes,
being alert to danger signals in others
(over-domineering, intrusive individuals), avoiding situations in which you
lack control or can be overpowered
and be clear and assertive in expressing
your rights and desires.
If you have experienced a sexual violation, you are encouraged to contact
the Victim's Advocacy Program or the
Link, Standriff said.
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Gay couples face typical problems
by Deborah Hippie
Editor's Note: The last names have
been omitted due to the sensitive
nature of the story.
At first walking into the building, it
was dark. Passing the cashier, one
could see the flashing lights surrounding the round floor strategically placed
in the center of the room. Along the
rim of the walls, plush seats facing
toward the circle permitted patrons to
see the happenings on the floor. Most
were dancing, others were talking.
Everyone was drinking and having a
good time. This bar is dissimiliar from
other establishments in that the
patrons are mostly homosexual, but
there for the same reason hetereosexuals attend bars — to meet that special
someone.
Successful relationships are difficult
to make work sometimes and homosexuals do not find it easier than
hetereosexuals. They have as much
difficulty in finding their significant
other and keeping the relationship going as hetereosexuals do.
Not unlike hetereosexuals, homosexuals must find outlets to meet people. Chris, a member of the Lesbian
and Cay Alliance, said establishments
such as "gay bars" provide a standing
ground for emotions to happen, serving a similiar purpose as single bars do
for the hetereosexual crowd.
"Gay bars are a good source and
meeting someone through a friend
(provides) a mutual discovery... there
aren't many other reliable sources available," he said.
Katie, the president of LAGA, said
couples can meet in classes as well. In
addition, there are gay-dating services

available, although they tend to cater
to homosexual men because of the
growing interest.
In general, men tend to turn to dating services more than women because
they focus more on the physical aspect
whereas women concentrate on the
friendship factor, Katie said.
"In any relationship, women take on
the emotional role while men think
'physical,'" she said.
According to Katie, because society
is 90 percent hetereosexual, gay couples are more likely to want to work
problems through because the saying,
"there's more fish in the sea," does
not tend to apply in all cases.
All couples have their problems. Gay
couples are no different. They have as
many problems if not more than heterosexuals do, Chris said.
"How people view you as a homosexual couple depends on how the
community views homosexuality," he
said. "In some cases, some call with
anonymous threats ... (others view it
as) live and let live."
All couples have problems that inhibit them from staying together, and
gay couples must learn to deal with
them because of societal pressures.
Chris said he had many experiences
when he was younger that showed him
how to learn to deal with communities'
attitudes toward their relationships. He
added he was lucky.
"I had a hard time in high school because I was not old enough to know
what was going on and how to handle
it... in college, I found out by accident

people didn't care whether or not I was
gay. Equal open-mindedness really
helped me," he said.
Katie said understanding is an important factor in gay relationships.
"A lot of gay couples work through
the (bad times)... because people are
more closesly bonded," she said.
Another problem gay couples are
having to deal with more and more is
the topic of AIDS. Although media
advocates safe sex, Chris said protection from the disease such as condoms
and tests for AIDS are recommended
highly within the gay community.
"Whether you think you have it or
not you still think 'Have I contracted
the disease?' Knowing eases your mind
and your lover's," he said.
Although AIDS is an obvious problem, Katie said it has helped in the
cause.
"AIDS awareness has increased gay
awareness ... if there's any one good
thing that has come from it, that's it.
It's (too bad) it takes the extreme," she
said.
Chris said even if you are monogomous, you should continually check
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Once these barriers have been conquered, the gay couple may decide to
get married and share the commitment
together and with friends through a
ceremony.
"Even if a gay couple gets married,
they do not have the advantages that a
hetereosexual couple has," Chris said.
"It's marriage by rites, not by law."
Chris said the purpose of the marriage ceremony is not to legalize their
bond but to exchange rings and to declare their love for each other in front
of a few friends.
Katie said it is more difficult for gay
couples legally to receive the advantages that are due to them, even if they
are married.
"If one dies, after living together for
20, 30,40 years, the family gets everything even if the spouse is included in
the will," she said. "Wills can be contested."
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for AIDS and other sexually transmitted diseases. He said an anonymous
free exam is given at the Medical College of Ohio in Toledo. For more information, one should call MCO at
381-3741. Katie added.

Last week's winner was Dan
Wetmore, who correctly
identified the object as a metal
cowboy hat paperweight.
For great food and drinks. It's
perfectly clear that Quarters Cafe
Is the right choice.

If you can Identify ihis
object, you could win a Sis
gift certificate from Quaner's
Cafe. 1414 E. wooster. <Does
not include lax. gratuity, or
alcoholic beverages).
Drop your answers in ihe
entry box located In ihe BG
News editorial office. 214
West Hall.
Entries are due each
Thursday. 5 p.m. The
winning entry will be named ai
lhai lime. If more than one
correct entry is received, a
drawing will be held to
deiermlne ihe winner.
Employees of BGSU Siudeni
Publicallons are noi eligible .

1414 E. wooster Bowling Green. OH
353-8735

ENTRY FORM

i

Name
Address
Phone Number.
What is ii?
Heiurn to BG \e\vs Editorial Office. 214 went Hull. lUiSl
Employees of BGSU suidcm Public .iiions .ire noi eligible
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Access to condoms stirs controversy
by Robert Wagner
The increase in sexual awareness,
stimulated by Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome, has led to a discussion on college campuses across the
country on the advantages and disadvantages of making condoms available
in residence halls and/or other campus
buildings. The issue is not without controversy, and there are many things to
take into consideration.
Concerns raised about making condoms available in residence halls may
send an errant message to some that
"you are encouraging college students
to have sexual intercourse. You are telling them you expect them to have sexual intercourse and that is why you put
the condoms there, Joshua Kaplan, director of University Health Services
said.
Kaplan said he does not believe students base their decision to have sex on
whether or not university policy condones it.
"I think the decision as to whether
or not to have sexual relationships, for
college students, may be influenced
from outside, but it is more likely influenced by peers than by their sense of
what university administration would
advise."
Clyde Willis, dean of the College of
Health and Human Services, said "If
anybody is planning to have sex, it is
not likely the decision (whether or not
to have sex) is going to be made on
whether condoms are right there."
But Willis said if both parties have
planned in advance to have sex and
have considered condom use in that
plan "they would be more likely to use
them if they are readily available rather
than interrupt the plan to walk off
campus and buy them."
Willis said he would be in support of
making condoms available in residence
halls and said "several universities, including some in Ohio have made them

available in residence halls."
Kevin Coughlin, president of the
Undergraduate Student Government,
said the issue is being considered by the
Student Welfare Committee.
"We have not come out with a stand
on it yet. I am going to leave that to the
legislative branch to come up with
one."
Pete Fray, USG senator and member
of the committee, said "Within our
committee we have had discussions
about it, and different issues have
come up concerning organizations who
might oppose it and the damage that
might be done to dispensers. We are
gathering information from other universities who have dealt with the problems, right now."
Other things his committee will be
considering include the cost of installing condom dispensers, the number of
Friday/Greg Horvath
students it would affect, the willingness
The Stadtat Health Ceater offers a wide variety of coatraceatlvts.
of student payment for them through
general fees and the possible use of
Jane Schirapf, director of University
existing vending machines to avoid that
food operations, who is in charge of
cost.
vending machines, said "We do have
"For those students who consider
the availability to put condoms in the
where their general fee dollars are govending machines. Our vending coning, it would seem to me that most
tractor does handle them and they did
people would probably be in favor of
by Robert Wiper
indicate they do have them at Oberlin
making condoms available in candy
College."
machines. It would be more costBirth control pills are the most
She said the vending contractor, Aueffective instead of replacing machines
commonly used form of birth
or putting in new machines," Coughlin tomated Venders Inc., believed that if
control, according to Barbara
condoms were to be made available,
said.
O'Brien, clinic manager at
"it would probably be better to put
Willis said, however, that if conPlanned Parenthood's Bowling
them in a snack machine which works
doms are going to be made available,
Green office. 920 N. Main St.
better than just putting a condom
why not "identify what they are" via
machine in a restroom where they seem
condom dispensers.
to have a lot of problems with vandal"I would hate to think I would be
Other forms of birth control
ism.
pressing a button for a condom and
include the diaphragm, sponge,
"AVI said sales (of condoms) at
foams, the rhythm method and
gaLifesavers, and it would be just as
Oberlin are not very significant, but
abstinence. O'Brien said Planned
bad the other way around."
they are there," Schimpf said.
Willis also said he believed condoms
Parenthood in Toledo also offers
Coughlin said he was concerned
should be placed in both men's and
sterilization techniques for men
whether making condoms available in
women's residence halls.
and women as well as intrauterine
"There is some evidence that women residence halls would "help isolated
devices.
cases or really cater to a need of the
are much more conscientious (about
Although a person may be ususing condoms)."
■See CoBdomj, page S.
ing one of these forms for birth
control, O'Brien said using condoms and spermkides during
sexual intercourse are "really important in preventing sexually
transmitted diseases and condom
usage is the most important as far
as prevention of AIDS." She said
other forms now under research
include hormonal rods for
women which are implanted
underneath the skin to control
hormones and prevent ovulation
and work much like birth control
pills, a male immunologic
method which would create antibodies against sperm that would
regenerate once medication was
stopped and a penile cap, containing spermicide, which would
dissolve during intercourse.

Different types
of birth control

Contrary to some beliefs, O'Brien said penile withdrawl and
douching after sexual intercourse
are not viable forms of birth control,
loqrni <1 islu-ji]''.eq u inrti one '.Viiatiii
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Dealing with sex in American society
A goodly amount of songs deal with
some aspect of sex. Some are pretty
subtle, but a few like "I Want Your
Sex" don't bother to mince words.
ToafMiaChMk Listen to the disc jockeys and their
shows. If there is a male and female DJ
team, chances are that sexual innuendo
by Christopher J. Dawson
makes up a large portion of their material.
Sex. Interesting word, isn't it? Just
Movies are guilty of corrupting us,
the mere mention of the word can prick too. How often do movies seek a "G"
up everyone's ears. When someone
rating? Usually they'll throw in enough
hears "sex," they just have to find out
swear words, sexual content, or nudity
what's going on. It's amazing too, that to at least attain a "PG" rating, or go
for such a so-called naughty and essen- to the limit and get the "R." Some
tially personal topic, we are completely movies like "Dangerous Liasons," "9
surrounded by it and make such a big
1/2 Weeks" or "sex, lies, and videodeal about it. Sex is everywhere. It
tape" feature sex prominently in their
permeates almost every aspect of our
themes. And if mainstream film isn't
society. I guess we're just a society of
enough, one can just go to their local
videotape rental store to grab a copy of
sickos, huh?
Turn on the TV. Nearly every show
"Terri's Lesson in Bondage" or the
on TV nowadays has sex in its storyline old classic "Debbie Does Dallas" and
somewhere. Well, maybe not the
view them in the privacy of their own
"Cosby" show, but give it time.
home.
There's very little on the television that
Sex is also prevalent in the medium
doesn't have sex, somewhere, someof the printed word. Many of the sohow. America's favorite entertainment called "classics" feature sex in their
medium is bombarding us with manstorylines. Harlequin Romances are
kind's favorite sport. Turn on Geraldo quite popular with the reading public
and he's featuring teenage lesbians.
and they usually have a pretty spicy sex
Oprah's got a lingerie review. Phil's
scene in each story. Writers and advertalking to pornographic film stars and
tisers know that sex sells, so they libSally Jesse Raphael is discussing three- erally annoint everything they do with
somes. And they aren't just talking sex sex.
during sweeps week, either.
Look at Sports Illustrated. Their
Sex is a hot topic in other aspects of - swimsuit issue is their most popular isthe media as well. Listen to the radio.
sue and has spawned a whole bunch of

copycats in other periodicals. What do
bikinis have to do with sports? They
don't seem very practical for water
sports. Or if one chooses, the magazine
can be quite up front about sex, for example Playboy, Playg/'riand a whole
slew of others. They do have good articles, though.
So we're surrounded by smut, under
siege from slime and completely at the
mercy of sex. But is it such a bad
thing? Face it, next to eating, sex is our
most powerful drive. It's one of those
deep down drives that are almost impossible to supress, being from our
early prehistoric days. Hell, the cavemen and women didn't even have TV,
but they seemed just as susceptible as
we are to pursuing the Act of Lust. It's
a good thing, or we wouldn't be here
today.
Humankind's history is pretty much
awash with sex. A lot of governments
have risen and fallen on the basis of sex
and many of our great leaders whom
we have been taught to respect and
honor for their service to their country
have been found to be nice, normal,
human beings with active sex drives
(which shocks some people). Service to
one's passions has played as much a
part in history as service to one's country.
Is it possible to repress sex in society? The Victorian-era British tried to
do that. They even went so far as to
advocate putting skirts around piano
legs, so no one would feel lust at seeing

a naked piano leg. Did it work? Well,
Victorian-era London had tens of
thousands of prostitutes (more than
they do today and that was before Safe
Sex) and Victorian-era erotic books are
spicier than anything written today
(and in fact, they're being reprinted
now and are available at your local
bookstore).
So what can we do? I suggest nothing. There is nothing wrong with sex. It
is entirely a personal matter. If people
wish to be promiscuous, let them, as
long as they don't hurt anyone. Of
course, this is the era of AIDS, but
people are not going to stop having
sex. If people do have a problem with
sex and are against premarital sex or
sex for anything else but procreation,
then that is their business. But one fact
that no one should overlook is that as
long as there are human beings on this
planet, sex will still play a major role in
society and will still be one of humankind's favorite interactions. Which
isn't all too bad, when you think about

h.
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■ From Condoms, page 4.

"I think a recent report in The BG
News showed that a vast majority of
the people who purchase condoms purchase them in stores. Keeping that in
mind, I think I would want to find out
how many people in residence halls
who use them, purchase them in stores,
at the Health Center, or machines in
restrooms." Kaplan, however, said "it
is less threatening to buy a condom
from a vending machine," than going
to a store to purchase one.
Fray said the Student Welfare
Committee is considering conducting a
survey to see how students feel about
the matter and "depending on how
quickly we get the information back
from the other universities and how
long our phone power (for conducting
the survey) takes, I would say within a
month or two after Christmas break,
we will be able to take a stand on the issue."
Kaplan said if the University takes a
stand supporting the implementation
of condoms in residence halls, they
would be sending a message "that sexually transmitted diseases are a real
problem and use of condoms is really
important. I think that the message
might possibly be one where people are
more influenced by University administration than they are by whether the
University administration approves of
them having sex.
"Condoms do provide significant
protection against sexually transmitted
fliseases and that is particularly impqr-j

tant now because there is a nation-wide
epidemic of multiple sexually transmitted infections in this country.
"College age students and students
at the University are clearly involved in
this situation," Kaplan said.
"If, however. University administration gives the message that 'No, we are
not putting condom vending machines
in the residence halls.' What is the message? Is the message that 'We do not
think you should have sex?' My interpretation of that might be 'Hey, they
don't think condoms are all that important and if they did they would put
the vending machines in the halls.
"I think it is a pretty straightforward issue. I think that one of the
candy slots in one of the candy vending
machines should be replaced with a
condom slot. That is not a big deal.
You do not have to put in a new
machine and then condoms are available in the residence halls," Kaplan
said.
When asked about sale of condoms
in residence halls, Cliff Boutelle, director of public relations, said. "The sale
of condoms in University residence
halls has not been considered and is not
being considered at this time. There
simply has been no great number of
requests for them."

"The Best in Main-Stream Rock"
Live Entertainment 7 Nights A Week
Tuesday
Singles Night
BUD LIGHT
NIGHT
REDUCED
PRICES

Wednesday
College ID
Night
tree admission
with valid ID
BUSCH BY
THE BUCKET

Thursday
Ladies Night
No Cover for the
Ladies

Friday and Saturday
reduced cover before 9:00 p.m.
Sunday
Quarter Beer Night
VIETNAM VETERANS
JAMBOREE

Monday
Monday Mania &
Football Night
no cover
free video games 8
pool tables

Happy Hour Every Night form 8:00 - 9:00 p.m.
Byrnegate Plaza
135 S. Byrne (near Hill), Toledo 531-1311

THIS WtEK FEATURING HOUYWOOD WED SAT
Kaplan said currently students at the
SUNDAY FEATURING THE VIETNAM VETERANS JA*MO« E
E-QM bands mtlud«ng HUTCH RYDER <** perform Ooora open
University may obtain condoms at the
at 2 00 pm TK*#I» •v»*»Ne at ooor M proc**d* go to
Student.H^JUjCenter/luringthe■, .
,■■■■■•.•■■■ ■■■Iv. ■■■■■'■■■■■■.'■ ■ ■.•■•■■■ ■■-.■■ ,...■■ .-
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Spicing up the soap operas with sex
by Gina Hartman

cheering for a good play and hissing a
fumble.
It would be different if these scenes
Remember the good ol' days of daylime TV? The days when you could sit were done well, but most of the time
they are not sexy but just plain hilardown and watch your favorite soap
opera without having to witness cheesy ious. I remember one scene from
NBC's "Another World" in which the
sex-in-the-making scenes. The days
when romantic embraces and extended full impact of how bad sex in the soaps
has gotten really hit me. Two charackisses were as far into a character's
ters, Jamie and Vicki, had a scene
sexual psyche as we got.
which included close-ups of their hands
gripping the sheets, slow motion shots
of them throwing back their heads, I
guess in ecaasy.and plenty of shots of
the two lovers making "those faces."
Commentary You know, those faces. The ones that
look like either A) you just put a handful of worms in your mouth or, B)
Not anymore. Sex has permeated
daytime drama. The camera no longer someone just kicked you in the shins.
stops at the bedroom door, it tags
And as you may have noticed, soaps
along behind the characters, forcing
are also showing a lot more skin than
us, the viewers, to become unnatural
they used to. Where are the censors on
third party spectators. It makes me feel some of these in-bed scenes in which
like I should be sitting in a grandstand the sheet or blanket is so strategically
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KA KA KA KA

KA KA KA

placed? Of course there is no actual
someone is getting wet with someone
nudity, but some of the lingerie being
else, usually in the middle of the day.
sported on soaps these days is sure
Don't these people have jobs? Oh
pushing the issue.
yeah, this is soapland. The land where
Not to be prudish, but I enjoyed
women wear high heels from morning
watching soaps when the sex scenes
to night, where everyone has time to
were done in good taste and when
have two hour lunches with everyone
romance was more the focus. Now,
else, everyday, and where the kids are
always sleeping.
almost nothing is left to the imagination and the scene is dominated by sexI know sex sells and that soap operas
ual images constantly.
are forced to compete with the ever deWhat really irritates me is when, in a creasing attention span of their
typical soap opera plot, two lovers are
viewers. They also have to compete
separated for some reason and one is
with each other for ratings. But for
having a memory or flashback of the
NBC's "Santa Barbara" to ask us to
other. It is almost always of the two in believe that a character, Robert Barr,
bed. Were these two total slaves to pas- was able to spontaneously build a
sion? Did they do nothing else but have makeshift hot tub for a prospective
sex? There must have been at least one love interest, Kelly Capwell, in the
non-sexual happy memory. Not in the
middle of an undergroud mine shaft
during an illegal explosives insoaps.
And what about the frequency of
vestigation was a little insulting.
hot tub and pool scenes? It seems at
least once a week on any given soap,
I am able to suspend my disbelief
while watching TV as well as the next
person, but there must be some kind of
KA KA KA KA KA KA
logic involved. As far as love in the
afternoon goes, the engaging characters usually have no thoughts about the
possible consequences of their actions
and consistently convey to the viewers
that it is OK to have sex with anyone,
0*
anytime. Is this a healthy message?
If for nothing else, watching a soap
***..
opera is an escape. It can be therapeutic. But concerning the trashy treatment of sex on soaps these days, the
lAy
writers, producers and directors could
clean up their act.
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HAMBURG, West Germany (AP)
East Germans swarmed into Hamburg's infamous red-light district but
found out in a hurry there were some
things communist currency couldn't
buy.
"They all want to pay with aluminum money," one St. Pauli district
prostitute complained Saturday night,
referring to the East German coins.
Making use of their new travel freedom. East Germans crammed into
Hamburg sex shops as well, leafing
through magazines, examining merchandise and getting a close look at
what they've long been told is Western
moral decadence.
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"It was a madhouse the whole day,"
said one shopowner. "But they don't
buy anything."
Apparently many of the East Germans were holding onto their 100 West
German marks — about $55 — in
"welcome money" for other things —
like buying watches and electronic
goods at shops in the same area.
- -
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Spreading AIDS awareness in Toledo
by Fraak Etyorfto
AIDS is the paramount medical demon that has haunted the 1980s. The
disease has ravaged thousands and no
end is in sight, no cure on the horizon.
It is perceived by some as a cruel and
cryptic payback for the sexual promiscuity that symbolized the 1970s. One
of the more horrible dimensions of the
disease is the fact that it kills slowly,
causing victims to suffer painfully before death thankfully ends their
misery.
A pair of Toledo organizations is
trying to relieve some of the physical
and emotional pain that AIDS brings
and educate the public to stop the
spread of the disease.
The Toledo Area AIDS Task Force
Inc. (located in Suite 302 of the Hamilton Building in Toledo) has offered
educational and prevention-oriented
programs since June 1986. The Task
Force grew from the Personal Rights
Organization (PRO), a gay men's
group that was founded in 1983. The
Task Force was started because PRO
"wanted to be more diverse... to plug
into the needs of all the community,"
Diane Brown, coordinator of the program, said. "Our primary function is
to teach alternate behavior that will
prevent the spread of AIDS."
The Task Force has three full time
staff members but is mostly comprised
of volunteer outreach workers who
give educational presentations about

Nevada brothel
sells stock shares
DAYTON, Ohio (AP) — A Nevada
brothel is preparing to offer Ohio and
29 other states the opportunity to invest in prostitution in one of the few
places where it is allowed, officials said
Monday.
Mustang Ranch Inc. plans to offer
stock in the hope of raising up to $17
million that would allow investors to
acquire 60 percent interest in the two
bordellos that comprise the 102-room
Mustang Ranch near Reno.
"Ohio is a targeted state," said Eric
Walloga, whose American Wallstreet
Securities Inc., of Tampa, Fla., is
underwriting the stock sale. "We have
a tremendous amount of interest from
the state of Ohio."
Walloga said he hopes to sell the
stock in 30 states. The selection of
Ohio as a targeted state was based in
part on its high population and the fact
that it is not in the Bible Belt, he said.
Walloga said S20 will allow an investor to purchase one unit, which includes two shares of common stock
and the option to purchase an additional share. Unlike the previous offering, investors will own interest in the
350-acre ranch itself instead of only
profits from the operation.
"If the ranch were to shut down
tomorrow, they could scrap the ranch
and develop jt.wtflahflusjn^area,:;,
Walloga said.
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AIDS at area churches, schools, clubs
and other places where the opportunity
to educate the general public about the
realities of AIDS presents itself. The
agency also offers an AIDS resource
library that contains literature, videos
and other materials that organizations
can borrow. Brown said school nurses
often borrow videos to educate students about AIDS. "The schools have
been very good about the education
programs."
One interesting aspect of the Task
Force's prevention programs is the
"peer education" method that is employed. Former drug addicts and prostitutes are used as speakers to these
groups in an effort to get their message
across more strongly. Brown said. The

O UAO

UAO

UAO

Photo illustration by Cre* Horvata
intent is that members of these groups
will place more value in advice given by
people who have shared their background.
NOVA (No One's Victory Alone) is
a Toledo agency that is more directly
involved with AIDS victims. The group
runs a phone hotline (419-244-NOVA)
which provides AIDS victims with referrals and contacts to help them cope
with whatever problems they may be
experiencing. The hotline refers them
to hospitals, doctors, social workers,
ministers and whatever services they
may need.
Referrals make up the bulk of NOVA'S work, but equally important is
the "buddy system" they offer for
AIDS victims. This system provides

UAO

UAO

UAO

UAO

callers with a friend when they need
one. "The whole system is individualcentered," according to Munch, a volunteer at NOVA (whose name has been
changed due to the sensitive nature of
the issue).
"It provides the individual with
emotional support, medical contact
points or whatever he or she needs."
Approximately 10to IS individuals are
on staff at NOVA, but there are over
100 volunteers to man the phone lines
as well as work with the "buddy
system."
Joshua Kaplan, director of University health services, said the Task Force
and NOVA are "very important organizations. AIDS can only be prevented
through behavior control. It's not like
measles or polio where you can just get
a vaccination. Education is absolutely
vital... the general public is very vulnerable."
The efforts of the Task Force and
NOVA serve to make life a little more
bright for those unfortunates who suffer with AIDS. "We've come a long
way, but we still have a way to go,"
Brown said. "Educating the community and coordinating our efforts to work
with AIDS victims are our top priori-

tie*."
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Mrs. Claus' Closet A
A Holiday Craft Show
November 28-30 10AM - 5PM
Grand Ballroom University Union
Make A Christmas Wish Come True
Sponsored by Kj?
Many Different Crafts for Your Shopping Pleasure
UAO
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Inside All of Us
HORIZONS
MOTHERS
The storm woke me
Sound of cracking thunder
rumbling and moving closer fast
like a bass drum
At the same time quick-flashes
on the wall like a newsman
shooting pictures in the war zone
The air's still hot oppressive
heavy like choking dust
1 go to the door
look across the small porch
rain-driven
The force and energy of the wind the hurry
water falling twisted and driven by the wind
flashes
The street a highway water streaming
a few cars race past throwing spray
the world in a hurry racing the storm
A large limb tumbles across
the walk no crash in the
war zone
Even in the half-light I see its green

New horizons lay before him.
All things possible, choices unlimited
Burning brightly, the fiery soul stepped out.
His fears all that could inhibit htm.

m%
'•.< ','

Sucess came fast — too fast, perhaps;
He never learned dreams sometimes fail.
Disillusioned, he turned within,
Imprisoned in an inner jail.
The fire in his soul almost burned out,
Broken Dreams mixed with dying embers.
A more carefree time of hope and vision —
This is the scene that he remembers.
Glancing through the window bars.
To move beyond this wall he yearns.
As he dreams again, the cell door opens —
He always held the key, he learns.
Hopes and dreams cannot die, you see;
In inner strength their power lies.
Ripped apart, yet still alive;
Submerged, the seek again to rise.
by Rob Waddington
Copyright 1989

Spray blows back through the screen
it feels good against my
face

I watch green leaves in
clumps falling
pushed and broken
carried down the street by the water
I wonder if Dan is sleeping
or if he's running with his pillow
to the closet under the stairs. Usually he
takes
Missy with him.
I wonder about the birds whose excited
chirping wakes
me each morning,
whose slow lonely calls are the last
thing I hear before I fall asleep at night
And the squirrels always busy searching
running and storing
Walking to work
1 see the twisted nest on the ground
some of the twigs pulled into a
separate clump along the walk
2 dead fledglings where they fell
What could the mother do
by Carole Beard
copyright 1989

Untitled
Falling from favored heavens
Precipitations from a dry sky
And thoughts of you alike
Cast themselves upon me
Blanketing, swirling
As I marvel
At each new pirhouette
Of a unique star.

And brushing back
Each glinting point
Stirs thoughts of
Those descending elsewhere
Adorning your lashes, your hair
And I imagine errant currents
Brushing them as I would.

So caught up, rising again
The rustle of swirling crystals,
The whirl of cascading images Conjoined in concert
Make the beautiful music
That the two in one in
A time together create.
by Dan Wetmort
copyright 1989

Robert Kelly's Flowers
the means by which we
learn to say we know to
explore expand narrow
experience the experience
of looking through other
eyes the sounds relation forms
compacted after 45 books
45 minutes
by Carole Beard
copyright 1989

Free Spirit
Out of the past you return
To float through my life like a dream
And since I've grown up
I know I can't hold you.
I won't even try
I'll just think of you and smile
And hope that you do the same.
And I'll smile when I see you leave again.

Thanks for the memories
No looking back for regrets
Remember me with fondness
As you roll on with the tide.
And if you ever need someone.
My fly-away friend,
I'll be around.
by J.C. Garner
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Differing opinions on pornography
by Chuck Travb
The neon glows around the triple X's
that adorn the marquee of the adult
book store. Inside, shelves of magazines line the walls. Magazines that are
fronted with pictures of naked women
and men. The patrons of the store are
for the most part anonymous. Their
gazes cast down — they could be from
any socio-economic class. They shuffle
through the aisles, leafing through the
magazines. In the back of the store are
booths where one can view films of
sexually explicit material. Some would
call the material pornography, some
would call it harmless entertainment.
Bill M. (whose name has been
changed due to the sensitive nature of
this story) is a man who has made sexually explicit videos. He considers it a
venture done for "kicks." Although
no longer involved in the production of
such videos he is a person who filmed
his friends and aquaintances having
MX.

"I had a lot of money and was bored
at the time ... there were people that I
knew that wanted videos of themselves
screwing, I guess so they could look
back when they were old and laugh,"
Bill said. Although he never made
these videos for profit, he did run a
strip club. "My brother and some of
my friends worked in the club. It was
frequented by executives from downtown and by fraternity men out to get
drunk and have a good time."
Bill does not see what he did as
harmful, rather he sees it as providing
entertainment. "The people protesting
'pornography' actually don't know
much about it... I think for the most
part they are lonely people looking to
belong to something — so they join in
protesting something they don't understand."
According to Bill, protesters are not
really aware of the wide-spread use of
pornographic materials for entertainment, such as privately made sex
videos.

ual behavior and pornography which
does not." There is no evidence to
show that the latter type is harmful
said McCaghy, rather, people do use it
as sexual release.
"Pornography allows people to fantasize and even though it does show
women, men and sexuality as objects,
people usually can distinguish between
what is fantasy and reality."
Barb Palicki, a detective with the
personal assault unit of the Toledo
Police Department, thinks differently.
"Every sex related crime that we have
investigated has been shown to be linked with pornographic materials." Individuals have used pornography as a
tool to commit sexual crimes, Palicki
said.
A classic scenario in child-related sex
offenses is to lure a child into watching
a pornographic film or look at pictures
of other children engaged in sexual activity. The child is then enticed by the
offender, "it's okay... see, they are
doing it ... wean doit." Palicki said
this scenario is common and pornography for some individuals goes
beyond fantasy. "The Ted Bundy case
exemplified the effect that pornography could have on an individual."
Regardless of whether or not pornography is harmless entertainment to
some, others have used it as a means to
spur themselves into sexual deviance,
Palicki said. "There seems to be no
boundaries as far as the material itself
is concerned. From soft core to hard
core to kiddie porn, it all exploits sexuality and it bolsters those individuals

Friday/Greg Horvath

One of Toledo's tduli movie (beaten.
that And their sexual release in perverse
and illicit ways."
You enter the booth and the Him begins. The film is stark and bold. On the
screen a couple is engaged in rough,
brutal sex. The woman has a dog collar
on. Their moans are undistinguishable
as passion or pain. In the next booth

there is the sound of someone's breath
coming in stitches, there is the sound of
steady rocking and then gasping. The
sounds are not from the film, rather
they are from the individual in the
booth. The film ends. There is silence
and there is darkness.
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"The people participating in the
videos for the most part knew each
other or were dating... it was a lot of
partying, we didn't use prostitutes or
have any homosexual encounters... it
was just harmless good fun."
Charles McCaghy, professor of sociology, said it is the violent type of
pornography that can be harmful. "A
distinction must be made between pornography that perpetuates violent sex-
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STDs still prevalent in the AIDS age
by Tempo Bieriey

"Sexual intercourse without condoms is like driving 1-75 without
brakes. There is no guarantee you will
Life is a succession of choices and
crash without them, but you certainly
one choice everyone faces is when to
become sexually inlimate. Accompany- run a high risk."
ing this decision are reactions triggered
by feelings of loneliness or love which
Students who are aware of a few
often take the place of reality and logic cases of STDs at the University may be
and bring consequences which could
surprised to learn those victims are
have easily been avoided. One such
hardly alone. Kaplan said there is a one
consequence is sexually transmitted
in four chance that your sexual partner
diseases.
has herpes or is carrying the virus
which causes genital warts.
Joshua Kaplan, director of Student
According to Kaplan, approximately
Health Services, said "STDs are a
problem nationwide including this
10 percent of current University stucampus" ... a problem which could be dents are carrying the chlamydia bacteria.
greatly reduced if only people would
engage in "smart sex."
People often are not aware of their
own susceptibility. Kaplan said the
*********
most common misconception concerning STDs occurs when people think, "I
* don't have any symptoms so I can't be
* infected." The second most common
error is that "University students
* underestimate the risk associated with
* "A Gathering Place" * STDs when getting involved with a new
partner."
* * NOVEMBER SPECIAL * *
On this" campus there is a 50-50
* chance a new partner is infected with
* one or more STD. he said.
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is also readily prevented if monitored.
Kaplan said herpes can be life threatening for newborns, but these deaths usually are prevented by careful monitoring or Ceasarean section. Fetal
deaths (through tubal pregnancy) also
may occur in chlamydia victims.
However, such serious effects are relatively rare. Kaplan said other major effects of chlamydia are inflammation
and scarring of the reproductive organs, infertility and pelvic abscesses.

Many of these can be treated to prevent these side effects so carriers can
lead normal lives. Unfortunately this is
not true for AIDS. No cure exists for
the human immune deficiency virus
(the virus which causes AIDS) and the
deadly virus steadily attacks cells making a person more and more susceptible
to illness and infections. To combat the
constant threat of AIDS as well as prevent infections from other STD Kaplan
advises people to think before they act
and (short of abstinence) suggests
"sexual intimacy without sexual intercourse" and "use of a condom each
and every time until you are certain
you are with your lifetime partner with
whom you are ready to begin a family."
Since most STDS are treatable, there
is little concern over the psychological
Genital warts is the most common
ramifications, but Kaplan said counselSTD because people cannot tell they
have it. Kaplan said people typically do ing is available at the Health Center.
not show symptoms. This leads to pro- Kaplan and Shelley Travis, graduate
fellow in psychology, said STDS are
longed diagnosis and often repeated
treatment; none of which is 100 percent most tramatic for AIDS victims who
have little hope and have to learn to
effective. Kaplan said the major
cope with the fact that they are dying.
danger for genital wart carriers is the
threat of developing cancer of the cer- While the other diseases are serious,
they are only somewhat tramatic bevix.
Gonorrhea and syphilis are probably cause treatment is readily available.
the best known STDS and are successfully treated with antibiotics, Kaplan
Kaplan said generally STD victims
said.
need informational counseling rather
Herpes can be a serious problem but than psychological.

Major symptoms
for various STDs
1. AIDS: some kinds of pneumonia, some skin cancers or
more than three weeks of persistent, unexplained fever, night
sweats, weight loss, diarrhea,
swollen glands or fatigue. (Many
of these could be signs of other
illnesses)
2. GONORRHEA:
Men- painful urination, discharge from penis, testicle pain
Women- painful urination,
vaginal discharge, abdominal
pain
3. CHLAMYDIA: same as
Gonorrhea, but often no symtoms
4. GENITAL WARTS: small
raised bumps, usually with irregular rough surface in genital
area
5. HERPES: blisters become
ulcers, usually pain in genital
area
6. SYPHILIS: 1st stage-painless ulcer in genital area 2nd
stage- fever, joint pain and rash
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Making choices about premarital sex
by Donna Sharper
In what order would you put the
words love, marriage and sex?
Whether or not you have consciously
made that decision, sooner or later the
college experience forces you to come
to grips with it.
"If you never really thought of what
your values are, your behavior (will be)
left to circumstance," Faye Morgan,
health educator for Student Health
Services, said.
Three students were asked in what
order they thought those words should
come and all three came up with three
different conclusions.
Amy Vermillion, a sophomore presocial work major chose love, marriage
and sex. She said her parents reared her
that way and her father is a minister.
Jackie (not her real name), a sophomore pre-med major chose love, sex
and marriage. She explained, "If you're going to get married you should
know that person on a very intimate
level. I believe in one marriage so that
level of intimacy is required before 1
will marry that person."
Jackie added that child bearing
would be a chore if her husband failed
to be a good sexual partner.
Her boyfriend Adam (not his real
name) said he was indifferent about the
order marriage and sex came in as long
as love came first. He said he would
have sex depending on the preference

of his girlfriend.
Morgan said people should be committed to the relationship, communicate about sexual decisions and then
use contraception. She added that
many times people have not consciously decided their values. Consequently, "they get caught up in a moment of passion which they later regret," she said.
When asked if they thought sex was
wrong, each student also had varied
opinions. Vermillion said premarital
sex was wrong for her but not for
everyone. "If it's necessary in their relationship, then it's not my place to tell
them they're wrong."
Although Jackie is sexually active
now, she said premarital sex has hurt
her. "In my past relationships, I didn't
think it was wrong but now that I've
grown older, I feel that what I've done
in the past is deteriorating my present
relationship.
"In the future, if I would break up
with Adam, I would not have sex with
the next guy I dated or several guys
after that because I feel the relationship needs to be much, much
stronger before I have sex with them.
I'm learning from my past mistakes."
For Adam, morals do not enter his
views on premarital sex, he said.
The views of one's parents and his or
her closest friends have the biggest influence on his deciding whether or not
■See Premarital, page 12.
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VAX networks contain sex messages
by Laara Hardy
In this age of computer technology,
we are all familiar with such terms as
"computer games" and "computer
dating," but how about "computer
sex?" And what's more, computer sex
actually exists here on campus.
Wait a minute, though. It's probably
not what you are thinking. (And the
possibilities are undoubtedly endless.)
What "computer sex" refers to in this
case, is a particular newsgroup found
on the University Vax system that contains humorous files about various aspects of sex, including relationships,
single people, nudity, unusual and
alternative practices and general information.
This last category contains much
practical and technical information,
such as why condom packages do not
have expiration dates printed on them
and where to send away for adult
videos, books and toys.
Before you rush to the nearest computer to access this newsgroup, you
should know that you can only access it
if you have a 785 account for the Vax
system. One of three accounts available through the Vax, the 785 account is
usually only given to graduate students
and faculty members, primarily for
■ From Premarital, page II.

research purposes and to communicate
with other Vax systems. Applying for a
Vax account is not that easy, though,
since you must have a reason for needing one, which has to be approved by
Computer Services. It then takes
several days to be logged on to the
system.
As an undergraduate student, you
most likely will not be able to apply for
an account. However, if one of your
friends has one and is kind enough to
let you sneak a look into the sex newsgroup, you can find out for yourself
just exactly what is in those files.
There are several categories in this
newsgroup and more than 100 messages per day can be found here. New
messages are posted almost every day
while the older ones disappear, so it is
hard to read every message in every
category on a daily basis. However,
reading about half of one category is
enough to give you the gist of the contents in the sex newsgroup.
The category entitled "Sex," for example, includes, among other things,
several short fictitious stories containing explicit sexual scenes written in
graphic detail. There are also messages
addressed to Vax readers asking for
advice or responses to various sexuallyrelated topics. Often, the responses

turn into debates, such as the arguments over whether the size of a male
sexual organ really makes a difference
and which method of birth control is
most preferred.
Messages are posted in the sex newsgroup by people around the country
and around the world. One of the messages was sent from Sweden. Several
others were from Canada.
Readers can either respond to a message already posted or they can post
one of their own. If the nature of the
message contains explicit language or
sex, the sender can code the message,
but readers can easily decode it by
pressing Control X on the computer
keyboard.
i

Although there are no official rules
and regulations pertaining to the contents of these files, there is some form
of censorship, conducted by the Net
Police, whose job it is to pre-screen all
messages. Every once in a while, the
reader sees a statement saying that the
message occupying that space has been
censored.
Whenever that statement appears, a
reader's curiosity is usually piqued
about the contents of the censored
message, since many of the messages

that appear in their entirety on the
screen are incredibly graphic and leave
little to the imagination.
It seems to be that messages in the
sex newsgroup also have to contain
references to sex. This may seem obvious, but in one message, the sender
wrote simply that it was his first time
posting a message. A respondent informed him that by not including any
sexual references, he was breaking a
sex newsproup rule.
A few messages down from this particular one, another person wrote to
admit it was also his first time posting a
message. However, he had apparently
read the previous message about breaking the rules, so he included his penis
size in his message, just for continuity's sake.
Not all people follow the rule about
including sexual references, however.
Several consecutive messages debate
the existence of God, while others are
merely quotes from movies, famous
people or songs. "The brain is a wonderful thing; how I wish I possessed
one," wrote one person. Another
quoted Stephen King's book It. "God
loves dogs, children and the cataclysmically STONED."

:—

to be sexually active before marriage.
Vermillion said her parents and
about half of her friends do not believe
in premarital sex. She decided in high
school not to have sex because most of
her friends did not. "I made the decision when I was I5 years old and now
I'm standing by it."

According to Joanne Navin, a registered nurse who works for Student
Health Services, most families avoid
the topic of sex. Most kids do not tell
their parents they are sexually active
and most parents would rather choose
to think of their children as not being
sexually active.

In Jackie's case, her parents totally
avoided the topic of sex with her, but
not with her younger brother. "They
taught him everything about conception, about diseases, birth control,
even good ideas about (sexual) positions but with me it was taboo."
Instead, her boyfriends influenced
her the most. When she was 15 years
old, her boyfriend physically forced
her to have sex for her first time. She
said after that episode she decided thai
since she had done it once, it would no
matter if she did it again. Adam's parents strictly forbade premarital sex
"for the typical moral reasons," he
said. In high school, however, he said
most students were sexually active and
bragged about it.
The influence of his parents and
friends at school canceled each other
out. Then he met Jackie, who insisted
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they have sex. So he began to have sex
when he came to college.
Adam said the benefit of having sex
erased the myths he had from television and movies. However, he said,
"You always wonder if you're partner
thinks you're good enough, if your
partner wants to have sex and how
often."
Jackie said she believes that sex with
the right person gratifies and adds to
the relationship because it deepens the
love. "But I'm not saying to do it with
every single man until you find the
right one." She said in her next relationship she may put off sex until one
week before the wedding.
"Beyond the normal fears of disease
and pregnancy," Jackie said, "premarital sex ruins many relationships (and)
more often than not, it deteriorates
rather than enhances a relationship.
"Many times the relationship ends
up being only sex," she added.
Vermillion said the benefits of not
being sexually active include that she is
neither pregnant, nor has an STD (sexually transmitted disease), and she is a
virgin.
She added, "I know I'm not ready
for the emotional commitment it (sex)
involves, so it's really not that hard to
stay away from it."
However, fighting her hormones and
the accessibility of sex gives her a problem. "When your hormones are going
full tilt and you know you can get sex
when you want it, it can be really hard
to pass it up.
"It comes down to a stand with your
own morals, if you're going to abstain
or give in."
,
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Family

10:00
Falcon Crest

Mosquito

Boss?

o

9:30

CBS News

News

Boss?

o

8:30

Snoops

63

o
o
o

8:00

USA Today

GD
SB

TMC

7:30

CBS News

7:30

Scoreboard
Movie ' Grandview. U.S.A."

8:00

8:30

Paradise

9:00

College Football: Virginia at Maryland
Movie: "Summer Heal

9:30

Tour ol Duty

Al Creatures

10:00

10:30

Connie Chung

Saturday Report

Real Fishing Cherry

NHL Hockey: Toronto Maple Leafs at Montreal Canadiens

News

CBS News

Wh. Fortune Cash Conn.

Paradise

News

NBC News

11:00
News

Big Mama II

11:30

12:00

12:30

Movie: "Rich Kids"
News

Night

MUSK

Tour of Duty

Connie Chung

News

Movie: "As Summers Die"

Hunter

News

Saturday Night Live

Insport

WWA Wrestling

Entertainment This Week

227

Amen

Golden Girls Empty Nest

College Football

Star Search

Belvedere

Living Dolls

Movie: "B.L. Stryker: The King ol Jazz"

DeGrassi

Lawrence Welk Show

Great Performances

American Experience

Lawrence Welk Show

Wonderful World of Disney Movie: "The Shoes of the Fisherman"

Boss'

McHale

Boss?

NBA Basketball: Detroit Pistons at Boston Celtics

Star Trek

Comic Strip Live

Fn. the 13th Series

Happy Days

Mad House

Pistons

NBA Basketball: Boston Celtics at Detroit Pistons

Star Trek: Next Gener

Comic Strip Live

Cops

Scoreboard

College Football: Ciemson at South Carolina

Video

ESPN Virginia at Maryland

TMC "Big t>ad Mama II" Cont'd Movie: "Iron Eagle II"

J. Jamison

Main Street Jazz

Latenight America With Dennis Wholey

Football Scoreboard

|MOVW.

Messenger of Death

Arsenio Had

Latenight America With Dennis Wholey

SportsClr

Movie: "Fairy Tales"

Reporters

AWA Wrestling
JEddie-Raw

BG MENNONITE FELLOWSHIP

THE ARRANGEMENT
Hair, Skin and Nail Designers
20% off perms, color,
haircuts and sculptured
nails with this ad. Call and

make your appointment
Natalie
352-4101

with Tammy or Natalie
Exp. Dec. 1
181 S. Main

Tammy
352-4143

6:00 p.m. - Supper
6:45 p.m. - Worship
meeting at
Peace Lutheran Church
1028 W. Pearl
call 353-2096
for more information
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SUNDAY AFTERNOON
11:00

11:30

O

Neighbor

Insport

Gardener

Best Years

CD

Magnum, PI

o
o
s>

NOVEMBER 19,1989

12:00
Sport sclr

12:30
NFL Today

Meeting Place

1:00

1:30

Canada
NFL Today

NFL Football: Regional Coverage

School Qi«

NFL Live

NFL Football: Regional Coverage

Close-Up

Business

Mass

Wort) Tom

David Bnnkley

College Football: Ohio St. at Wt».

European

Liberation: Good Griel

DeGrassi

Newtons

Friday

Adam Smith

Great Performances

Talk Sports

Lassie

Movie: "Mr. Mom"

ESPN Reporter

Star Trek Next Gener.

NFLGameday

o

ID
IB
S>
O
©

m
m

QD

ICousteau s Rediscovery
J. Jamison

Adam Smith

Travel Mag.

One on One

Nova

8:00

8:30

McLaughlin

Firing Une

Follow the Flag
Charles

Out of World Secret ID

Auto Racing Continues

9:00

9:30

J0:00

10:30

Superboy

Rich S Famous
World Cup Soccer USA at Trmidad-

Movie "Trading Hearts'

| Movie: "Hamburger Hi"

11:00

Movie: Till We Meet Again"

Market

Myth Through Time

Movie: "Smokey and the Bandit - Part 3 '

Movie: "Jeremiah Johnson"

12:00

11:30

News

Siskel

12:30

USA Today

Circus Fest

Movie: "Justice Denied"

News

Sports Zone

60 Minutes

Murder, She Wrote

Movie: "Till We Meet Again"

News

Move: "The Man With Two Brans"

NFL Football: Regional

Magical World of Disney

Sister Kate

"Perry Mason: The Case of the All-Star Assassin

News

Byron Alan

Siskel

Life Goes On

Free Spirit

Movie: "Outrageous Fortune"

Editors

Snak Master The Doctor Is In

Lawrence Welk Show

Heart ol the Dragon

Nature

Masterpiece Theatre

Television

Editors

Sign-Ofl

Common

Day the Universe Changed Nature

Masterpiece Theatre

Great Lakes

Star Trek: Next Gener

Totally Hidden Video

America's Most Wanted

Married...

Open House Ullman

G Shandling Inside Video Michigan

Star Search

Totally Hidden Video

America's Most Wanted

Married..

Open House Ullman

G Shandling Jeffersons

NFL Primetime

NFL Football: New York Jets at Indianapolis Colts

CBS News

ABC News

Bel Wars

Go-Kart

Movie

News

| Two Dads
Homeroom

Lucas"

Monitor

Venture

Europe

8:30
Teddy Z

9:00
Murphy B.

10:00

10:30

11:00

Journal

News

Movie "Speedtrap"

Doctor

News

Magnum, P.I.

News

Best of Carson

Teddy Z

Murphy B

News

NBC News

Ent Tonight

Night Court

ALF

Hogans

Movie: "Turn Back the Clock

News

ABC News

Aflair

Family Feud

MacGyver

NFL Football: Denver Broncos at Washington Redskins

Business

Business

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Travels

Art of the Western World

Glacier Express

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Business

Animals

Travels

Rip. Yarns

Try Times

Boss?

Charles

New Beaver

Mama

21 Jump Street

Alien Nation

Boss''

Facts of Life Boss?

Family Ties

21 Jump Street
Matchup

TMC Movie:

|NFL Trivia

Wmdy City

Sole

Sole

Sole

Movie:

Stop in and see
our large selection
of bicycles!
248VB

S. Moin

352-8578

News

Letterman
Nightline

Business

Say Brother

Served9

Bet. Wars

Sign-Ofl

Star Trek: Next Gener.

Alter Hours

"The Treasure of the Sierra Madre

Alien Nation

News

Jeffersons

Sanford

Fall Guy

1989 Skate America

Yachting: Ultimate Race

Adventure

SportsCtr

NFL's Greatest Moments

Video

Movie: "Punchline

Falcon House
Sporting Goods

i

12:30

St Elsewhere

EastEnders

F Towers

Things Change"

Sole

Sole

Magazine

12:00

Newhart

Return to Eden

Maior Dad

SportsCtr.

11:30
Newhart

News

Rising Damp Degrassi

SportsLook

Survival

NFL Primetime

Doctor

Wh. Fortune Jeopardy1

ESPN Motorcycle

Spotlight

Kenneth Copeland

Newhart

CBS News

Design W

Sign-Ofl

Movie: "Barfly

News

Danger Bay

[Sdonex

SportsCenter

9:30
Design W

"The Aliens Are Coming"

Hollywood

JMovie: "Off Limits"

MONDAY EVENING
NOVEMBER 20,1989
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
CBS News
USA Today
Maior Dad
O News

ED
SB

NFL Football Regional Coverage '
Golf: Ronald McDonald CMdrens Charities Invitational

Movie: "My Friend Irma"

Murder, She Wrote

Earth Odyssey

News

TMC "Hamburger Hill" Cont'd

ID
ID
W
9

5:30

5:00

Jewel in the Crown

ESPN Work) Cup

o

4:30
| Hymn Sing

Auto Racing: NASCAR Atlanta Journal 500

7:30

4:00

NFL Football kove Boat

Movie: "Some Kind ol Hero"

TMC Movie. "Silverado"

SUNDAY EVENING
6:00
6:30
7:00
60 Minutes
O NFLFootbM

3:30

Snak Master Movie: "Cold River"

SD

American Gladiators

3:00

CFL Football: East Final

Cooper

Shut-ins

2:30

|NFL Football: Packers at 49ers

•

a
o

2:00

Movie

Movie "Castaway*

Hidden Realms

Hidden Realms

Hidden Realms

. Holiday C/ift ^faea&

• Games and Gaming Supplies

* BGSU Apparel * Sweats *
* Jackets * Fitness Equiptment *
* Pro & College Merchandise *
* T-Shirt Imprinting •
* Embroidery & Stocking Stutters *

• New Comics (10% off)
• Collector's Back Issues

Gift Ideas For the Sportsman
in Your Life

• New and Used Books

123 S. Main Street
Downtown BG
Holiday Shopping Hours Daily 10-9
Sat 10-5:30
Sun 12-5
352-3610

• Open 7 Days a Week

**A

*\\

126 E. Wooster
353-5586
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TUESDAY EVENING
NOVEMBER 21.1989
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
CBS News
USA Today Movie Till We Meet Again
O News
Babar
Opposition
fifth estate
Market PI
O News

o

News

CD

m
m

CBS News

Wh Fortune

Jeopardy1

Movie:

News

NBC News

Ent Tonight

Night Court

Mattock

News

ABC News

Altair

Family Feud

Boss'

Odds

Business

9:30

10:30

10:00

Man Alive

Journal

Till We Meet Again

Wonder Y.

11:00
News

12:00

11:30
Newhart

News

Movie: "The Girls ol Huntington House"

News

Magnum. P.I.

In the Heat of the Night

Midnight Caller

News

Tonight Show

Roseanne

thirtysomething

News

Nighllme

RFK Human Rights Award

Coach

Letterman
Aisenio Hall

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Nova

American Experience

America's Century

EastEnders

QD

MacNeii/Lenrer Newshour

Business

Animals

Nova

American Experience

America s Century

Served

Bet Wars

Q9

Boss^

Charles

New Beaver

Mama

Cnmewatch

After Hours

Movie: "Marilyn

•3D

Boss^

Jeffersons

Sanford

Lighter Side

SportsCtr.

Trial by Jury Movie:

Facts ol Lite Boss'

NHL Hockey: Boston Bruins at Detroit Red Wings

ESPN Motorcycle

SportsLook

Baseball

TMC

Movie:

Fancy Panis

SportsCtr

Private Investigations"

WEDNESDAY EVENING
6:00
6:30
7:00

O

o
o
a
69
ffl
60
€0
@D

CBS News

News
News
News

CBS News

u

ID
CD
63
6)
fclO

Johnny Be Good'

|Movie:

NOVEMBER 22,1989
7:30
8:00
8:30
USA Today

Bugs Bunny

Garlield

Raccoons

Bcombers

Nature ot Things

Wh Fortune

Jeopardy1

Garlield

9:00

9:30

10:00

10:30

Circus of the Stars

11:00

Journal

Circus ol the Stars

Drag Racing

11:30

12:00

12:30

St Elsewhere

News

Movie: "Strangers in 7A"

News

Magnum. P.I.

News

Tonight Show

Letterman

NBC News

Ent. Tonight

Night Court

Unsolved Mysteries

Night Court

Two Dads

ABC News

Affair

Family Feud

Gro Pains

DoogieH.

Anything

China Beach

News

Nightlme

Arsenio Hall

Business

Business

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

American Masters

Moyers The Public Mind

Newport Jazz 89

EastEnders

Art Beat

Video

Business

Animals

American Masters

Moyers The Public Mind

Newport Jazz 89

Served

Bet Wars

Sign-Off

New Beaver

Mama

Cnmewatch

After Hours

Movie: "Take This Job and Shove It

Family Ties

Movie:

Jeflersons

Sanford

Fall Guy

SportsCtr.

Gallery

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour
Boss'

Charles

Boss'

Facts ol L.te Boss'

Movie

SportsLook

Head ass

Trial by Jury Movie:

A Prayer lot the Dying

Back to School

The Karate Kid

College Basketball: NIT Semifinal

Quantum Leap

Pistols

Hanna's War'

Newhart

News

Professionals

Bugs Bunny

Movie:

Short Circuit 2"

Fall Guy

News

News
College Basketball NIT Semifinal

Movie.

THURSDAY EVENING
6:00
6:30
7:00

O

Movie:

News

Boxing

Sign-Ofl

News

ESPN SpeedWeek
TMC

Bodybuilding

Trading Places''

12:30

St Elsewhere

Racing

Movie: "Cocktail

Little Dorrit Part One Nobody s Fault

NOVEMBER 23,1989
7:30

8:00

8:30

9:00

NFL Football

News

USA Today

Charlie Br

Movie:

News

On Road

Space Exp

Front Page

Pictures

NFL Football

Wh Fortune Jeopardy!

Charlie Br.

Movie: "Superman II'

9:30

10:00

CODCO

News

NBC News

Ent. Tonight

Night Court

Cosby Show t>( World

Cheers

Ne*s

ABC News

Affair

Family Feud

Mission Impossible

OCds

Business

Kids in the Hal

Dear John

11:00

10:30

Superman II"
Journal

11:30

12:00

News

Newhart

News

Movie: "The Gnssom Gang

News

Magnum, P.I.

12:30

St Elsewhere

1 A Law

News

Tonight Show

Young Riders

Pnmetime Live

News

Nightline

Arsenio Hall

Letterman

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Wild Am.

Try Times

Mystery!

Taiwan: The Other China

EastEnders

Time Out

Sports Rpt

MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour

Business

Animals

Ok) House

Wild Am

Mystery1

Art ot the Western Work)

Served

Bet Wars

Sign-Olt

69

Boss'

Charles

New Beaver

Mama

Cnmewatch

Trial by Jury Movie:

After Hours

Movie: "The Cannonball Run"

tfi)

Boss'

Facts ol Lite Movie

Jeflersons

Santord

Fall Guy

ESM

Motorweek

SportsLook

NFL's Gr

SportsCtr.

SpeedWeek

TMC

Movie

Bon Voyage Charlie Brown

SportsCtr

Sports

Satisfaction'

Little House on the Prairie

LOCATED
IN THE
WOODLAND HALL

1134 N. Mala Si.

COPY SHOP
more than just copies!
Typsetting, Word Processing,
Quality Offset Printing, Flyers,
Posters, Resumes, Screen Printing,
Laminating, Trophies and Plaques,

117 E. Court St.
} 52-4068

t%L-~~

News

College Football West Virginia at Syracuse
Movie: "Silverado'

THE

Copies

Poltergeist

aas-oii*

Movie: ' Gung Ho

rf

Auto Racing

Movie: "Big Business'

WlUvv.v > rat
THG

10% Discount

with university I.D. on Thursdays
(NON-SALE ITEMS ONLY)

Wdl/€
H/tIR D€COM€c dRT

35% OFF

Any NFL Merchandise in the Store
Expires 11/30/89
SALE ITEMS;
BLACK JACK
PIXIE STICKS
KISSES
1.99/Ib.
lift/It?

$2 off any service
exp. Dec. 1, 1989
135 1/2 E COURT
353- WAVE

